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BetterTogetherTM in a box is a special short-term program for the summer of 2020. 
This spring and summer have brought on new challenges for both teens and seniors. 
Isolation, program cancellations, and a lack of connection are significant problems 
throughout our communities. BetterTogetherTM in a box offers a curriculum and 
resources to create an interactive, yet remote, teen and senior partnership. 

Since 2014, the BetterTogetherTM program has been a nationally recognized 
leadership program for teens, run through Jewish day schools, religious schools, 
and youth groups across the country. By partnering with a local senior center or 
synagogue program, teens build deep relationships with elders from their community. 
We recognize that the current “socially isolated” situation across the United States 
has made these traditional relationships and program templates inoperable. Thus 
BetterTogetherTM in a box was born to meet the needs of the current situation.

BetterTogetherTM in a box includes all the materials and guidance needed to launch 
a remote, virtual summer program in days, including instructions for launching the 
program, detailed learning sessions for teens, and activity guides for intergenerational 
sessions with senior partners. All the teen programming is structured for remote 
learning and the senior activity guides provide options for both synchronous and 
asynchronous interactions. For a robust program, we recommend holding at least 
four of the five offered teen sessions (approximately one hour per week for four 
weeks), and four of the six offered intergenerational activities (timing varies based on 
activity choices). 

There is no cost to participate in BetterTogetherTM in a box and take full 
advantage of the curricular materials. In order to run the program,you might want 
to apply for the limited funding grants for BetterTogetherTM in a box
that are available. (See grant information) All funded organizations will receive 
BetterTogether’sTM new electronic greeting cards to utilize with their senior 
partners and will be eligible to participate in the summer writing contest.

The Foundation extends a special thank you to our curriculum writers, Rachel Meytin 
and Rabbi Ari Kellerman, for their outstanding work on this project. 

We hope you have a fun and meaningful summer!

For any questions, please contact:
Bess Adler
Program Director, BetterTogetherTM

bettertogether@lhfl.net 

in a box

BetterTogetherTM in a box is a special short-term program created for the express 
purpose of being able to continue intergenerational programming during COVID-19 
pandemic.. The pandemic has brought on new challenges for both teens and seniors, 
with isolation, program cancellations, and a lack of connection becoming significant 
problems throughout our communities. BetterTogetherTM in a box offers a curriculum 
and resources to create an interactive, yet remote, teen and senior partnership. 

Since 2014, the BetterTogetherTM program has been a nationally recognized leadership 
program for teens, run through Jewish day schools, religious schools, and youth groups 
across the country. By partnering with a local senior center or synagogue program, 
teens build deep relationships with elders from their community. We recognize that the 
current “socially isolated” situation across the United States has made these traditional 
relationships and program templates inoperable. Thus BetterTogetherTM in a box was 
born to meet the needs of the current situation.

BetterTogetherTM in a box includes all the materials and guidance needed to launch a 
remote, virtual program in days, including instructions for launching the program, detailed 
learning sessions for teens, and activity guides for intergenerational sessions with senior 
partners. All the teen programming is structured for remote learning and the senior 
activity guides provide options for both synchronous and asynchronous interactions. For 
a robust program, we recommend holding at least four of the five offered teen sessions, 
and four of the six offered intergenerational activities (timing varies based on activity 
choices). 

There is no cost to participate in BetterTogetherTM in a box and take full advantage 
of the curricular materials. In order to run the program,you might want to apply for 
the limited funding grants for BetterTogetherTM in a box that are available. (See grant 
information) All funded organizations will receive BetterTogether’sTM new electronic 
greeting cards to utilize with their senior partners and will be eligible to participate in a 
writing contest.

Best of luck as you continue to serve your communities!

For any questions, please contact:
Bess Adler
Program Director, BetterTogetherTM

bettertogether@lhfl.net 

© 2020 BetterTogether™. All rights reserved. 
This curriculum is the sole and exclusive property of BetterTogether™ and may not be disseminated to other organizations 
or used outside of the BetterTogether™ in a box program without written permission from BetterTogether™.

for the 2020-2021 School Year
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GETTING STARTED

REACHING OUT AND PARTNERING WITH A 
SENIOR CENTER
Building a relationship with an organized group of seniors should 
be your first step in launching a BetterTogetherTM program. 
Given the current restrictions on groups, visiting, and group 
programming, the partnership between you and the seniors may 
take on a unique form from that of a traditional BetterTogether.TM

 WHO?
 BetterTogetherTM programs are based on forming a relationship with a group   
 of seniors. These may be residents at a senior facility, members of a synagogue   
 senior group, or a program run by a Jewish community organization in your   
 community. Local Jewish Community Centers (JCC), Jewish Family or Social   
 Services Agency (JFS / JSSA), and Jewish Federations may also make    
 helpful partners. 

Once you have found a potential partner, check out their website and determine 
the best person to contact. It is usually the person with a title like Activities 
Director, Director of Community Life, or Director of Volunteer Services. 

To find this person, you will have to check the website’s ‘Staff’ or ‘Our Team’ 
section if they have one. If you’re lucky, there will be information on the ‘Contact 
Us’ page with different staff members to contact. Sometimes, you will just need 
to send an email to a generic address for the facility. But the more targeted you 
can be, the better your chances of a positive response. Within a synagogue, there 
may already be a group of seniors who are currently isolated at home; the clergy, 
education staff, program director or executive director may be able to assist you. 

When reaching out, it is important to stress that you understand that right now is 
not “business as usual” and that you are hoping what you can offer will help meet 
the social and emotional needs of the seniors for interaction and engagement 
while also prioritizing health and safety.

 WHAT?
It will be important to present a range of options to your senior center or 
synagogue partner and determine what will work best for them. Some options you 
might offer are:

•  Group programming (if they are gathering the seniors together) via video 
or Zoom

•  One on One interactions – remotely by things such as zoom, facetime, 
phone, or mail

•  Teen-led resources/programming that can be facilitated on-site (i.e. a 
video made by teens)

You will also need to establish what both groups are comfortable with, in terms 
of materials being transferred between locations. Be sensitive to the concerns of 
your partner and follow their lead. 

Please note  

the appendix includes a 

running checklist

that may be of particular 

assistance to those 

starting a program for 

the first time. 

http://BetterTogether.TM
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Keep in mind that the staff at senior facilities are overwhelmed during the 
pandemic, and may be reluctant to take on a new project like this. It is important 
to highlight that this will be a high result and low-effort program on the part of the 
senior facility.

 HOW?
            Here is a sample letter you may draw from:

Dear ______,

My name is _________ and I will be running a fully-funded 
program this term for Jewish teens that will connect them 
with senior citizens in our community, from a distance. I’m 
sure this pandemic has changed life so drastically for your 
residents and we would love the opportunity to bring some 
extra smiles and entertainment to them, with as little work 
for you and your staff as possible. 

This national program, called BetterTogetherTM, has been 
running in Jewish schools, synagogues, and youth groups 
across the country for almost six years. We are looking 
forward to connecting our teens with your seniors!

I would love the chance to chat with you and see if we could 
make this partnership work. Please let me know when we 
can schedule a phone call.

Thank you for your time,
[Make sure to include your email, cell phone number, and 
job title]

 SAMPLE SCHEDULE/TIMELINE 
How often will you be able to gather your teens together? We recommend holding 
sessions for the teens over three months for approximately 45 minutes to an 
hour each time and then engagement with the seniors interspersed over a four 
month period. How long the intergenerational engagement will be depends on 
many factors, including whether you are engaging the group synchronously or 
asynchronously (which usually is between a half hour to 45 minutes), if you’re 
doing the “buddy boxes,” how many students and seniors you have in your 
program, and more. 

When planning the sessions, allow extra time for ordering, receiving and 
delivering any physical materials you will need (physical letters, materials for the 
buddy boxes, or other program supplies for the teens or seniors).
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SAMPLE 2020-2021 SCHEDULE

Month 1 ● Arrange details and communicate plan with 
      senior facility
● Promote your program to potential students and 
      have them apply

Month 2 ● Introductory meeting: Teen Learning Session 1: 
      Jewish Leaadership and Responsibility

● Teen Learning Session 2: Empathy and Positive 
      Interactions

Month 3 ● Teen Learning Session 3: Jewish Wisdom

● Prepare/Host Activity 1: Getting to Know You 
      (If using Buddy Boxes/e-cards, drop off a day or 
      two in advance)
● Encourage students to call their buddies to wish 
      them Shabbat Shalom and see how the 
      activity went

Month 4 ● Teen Learning Session 4: Jewish Health 
      and Wellness
● (If using Buddy Boxes/e-cards, pick them up from 
      the senior center)

● Prepare/Host Activity 2: Let’s Get Moving or 
      Activity 5: Staying Safe Together (If using Buddy 
      Boxes/e-cards, drop off a day or two in advance)
● Encourage students to call their buddies to wish 
      them Shabbat Shalom and see how the activity 
      went

● Teen Learning Session 5: Jewish Food and 
      Culture (If using Buddy Boxes/e-cards, pick them 
      up from the senior center)

Month 5 ● Check in with individual students to determine 
      how relationships with buddies are developing 
      Discuss successes and struggles.
● Prepare/Host Activity 3: Let’s Get Cooking 
      (If using Buddy Boxes/e-cards, drop off a day or 
      two in advance)
● Encourage students to call their buddies to wish 
      them Shabbat Shalom and see how the activity 
      went

● (If using Buddy Boxes/e-cards, pick them up from 
      the senior center)
● Prepare/Host final activity - Activity 4: Let’s Play! 
      or Activity 6: Let’s Get Creative! (If using Buddy 
      Boxes/e-cards, drop off a day or two in advance)
● Teen Reflection / Closure activity 
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$2,500

$2,500

FUNDING & BUDGETS
You can apply for funding to support your programming. The general funding from 
BetterTogetherTM is $5,000 for the year ($2,500 for staffing, $2,500 for materials). 
Organizations that receive funding will also receive new BetterTogetherTM E-cards (one 
per senior partner) as part of their grant.  (See E-cards below).

It is possible to run a BetterTogetherTM program without any outside funding, particularly 
if your staff time is already underwritten. For each of the activities below, you will see 
options that do not require purchasing materials. 

GENERAL BETTER TOGETHERTM GRANT PARAMETERS 
While more detail will be in the official application, here are the minimum requirements:

Minimum # of students – 10
Minimum # of seniors – 1 for every 2 students
Minimum # of intergenerational interactions/activities – 4
Minimum # of preparatory lessons with students – 4

You will need to submit a final report by June 30, 2021, that will include: Documentation 
(pictures, write up, etc.) of program along with “meeting” dates of #1-4 above; Impact 
Statement; Staffing Structure report; Expense Report.

SAMPLE BUDGET (FOR FUNDED PROGRAMS)
 

       EXPENSE REPORT (for a program with 15 seniors)

•  Staffing (up to 10-20 hours, depending on  
      your program choices)

•  Materials, e.g. the below (see appendix for
      more ideas)

  •  Flowers 
  •  Catered meals 
  •  Stationery and stamps for   
        physical letters
  •  Craft supplies to provide to the  
        teens
  •  Materials for Buddy Boxes   
                  (please see individual box   
        explanations for sample products)
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IN PRACTICE…

BEST PRACTICES FOR ONLINE PROGRAMMING
Make no mistake of it - online programming is a tricky balance to achieve! You want the 
teens to take the program seriously, yet have fun. You want them to conduct themselves 
appropriately, yet bring their authentic selves to the virtual table. You want them to lead 
- without having the ability to coach them in person as to what that looks like. Here are 
some tips / best practices that may help you create the community and culture you want.

• Pick Your Technology & Practice It! 
Mistakes will happen and you’ll have to find solutions to many unanticipated tech 
challenges during your programs. However, you can set yourself up for the most 
success by spending as much time as possible learning the program you’ll be 
using in advance (Zoom, Google Meet, etc) and playing around with the variety 
of options and tools. Most platforms offer tutorials on their websites, and many 
organizations have created additional training webinars in recent months that 
target educators.
When in doubt, remember that your teen participants are digital natives. Use 
their proficiency to your advantage by empowering them to help when needed. 
Consider recruiting a participant to be your tech support and Zoom co-facilitator.
Along with this - be sure you have your settings set to protect the teens’ safety 
and emotional well-being. Chat settings should be set to only broadcast to 
the group or the leaders (not to each other) and either a waiting room and/
or a password should be set to protect from outsiders. Certain features, such 
as screen sharing and a virtual whiteboard, should be restricted. Speak to the 
leadership of your organization for other security best-practices. Aleinu provides a 
useful online safety outline.

• Mix It Up!
Change group sizes, discussion formats, activities, etc. Spend some time all 
together each session and some time in smaller discussions (utilizing the breakout 
room function if you have it). Have folks comment out loud and via the chat. If you 
are using the breakout room function on Zoom, it helps to preassign the rooms 
while you are running the opening routine - and for safety and comfort, make sure 
there are always at least two teens per breakout room with a senior. 

• Don’t Change Too Much!
To balance mixing things up, have some core anchors that help provide security 
and familiarity to the teens. Have a consistent opening routine (start with a 
round-robin of jokes, or share some music as they come online, share a pet each 
session, etc.) and closing (the lessons below all end with a journaling prompt 
suggestion).

• Hand Over the Reins
Just like you would in an in-person session, have teens facilitate discussions 
and activities. If possible, have one or two teens prepare the session with you 
(remotely, of course) so they know what is coming and what they should do. This 
will also help all the teens feel ownership of the curriculum. 
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• Set Expectations for Online Behavior and Participation
Again, just like you would in person, setting group norms and expectations is 
important. This could be a great opportunity for a “chat flurry” - where you ask 
every participant to type a recommended norm into the chat box, but don’t hit 
submit until you tell them to! Then, when you give the word everyone’s comment 
shows up all at once and you can discuss them. Be sure to address things like - if 
someone needs to step away for a minute, should they ask first? How will you 
utilize chats and verbal speech? 

• Cameras ON, Mics OFF.
Encourage (or even require, but kindly) all participants to have cameras on at all 
times. Even if they’re working indepently for a few minutes, they should keep their 
cameras on. It helps with relationship building as well as accountability. However, 
definitely have everyone default to microphones off until they want to speak. 
Background noise is a significant problem for most of the online technologies. 

• Create Networks
This is one area where you should heavily rely on the teens to help you. What 
communication tools are they using regularly? WhatsApp? Instagram? Whatever 
they use, you should use. Set up a group right away, so informal relationships can 
start to build.

• Be in Touch! Regularly!
Even though you may only meet once a week, expect to reach out and engage 
your teens at least twice more weekly. Because the teens are not seeing one 
another in other settings or having the social benefits of in-person interactions, 
hearing from you regularly will help them feel connected to the Better TogetherTM 
program. These don’t have to be formal - use whatever tool the teens are using 
and send an interesting article or birthday wishes to a participant. The goal is just 
for them to know you are thinking of them for more than one hour each week. As 
you see leaders emerge, you can tap them to take on these roles as well. 

• Be Offline as Well as Online
No, don’t get together in person. But, if resources allow, send your participants 
a card or a copy of an art piece they create (see session 3, optional activity). 
While most of the physical things you create will focus on the seniors, showing 
some “real world” love to the teens will go a long way. Direct phone calls can work 
wonders as well!

WORKING WITH SENIORS – TIPS & BEST PRACTICES 
Before you start visiting, you may want to watch Dr. Jeff Kress’ video: “Preparation, 
Participation, and Processing: Making the Most of Student Visits with the Elderly” to use as 
general framing.  “Interview Techniques”, by Ms. Tova Rosenberg, will provide helpful tips for 
preparing your teens to interact with seniors.

General Tips:
•    SMILE! Positive energy is key!
•    Always speak clearly, slowly, and loudly. 
•    Make eye contact. Look directly at the camera, rather than at their picture.
•    Background noises will be very distracting - be sure to prepare your space to 
      minimize people coming in and out, pet noises, etc. You may want to mute
      your own microphone when you are not speaking. 

https://youtu.be/-sTXzpUPsos
https://youtu.be/-sTXzpUPsos
https://youtu.be/-sTXzpUPsos
https://youtu.be/7rK54wvm_KY
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•    Be patient! As facilitator you will need to exude patience. Lots of patience.
      Expect the same issues happening each meeting - such as muting and video
      connection challenges, connectivity issues with wifi, and outside noises.

Tips for Meeting Synchronously (tips for both educator and teens when you         
      are able to virtually visit in real time - via iPad or other video conference)

Starting a Conversation 
 •    Explain who you are and tell the senior a little bit about yourself.
 •    Ask them about pictures on the wall or art around the room.
 •    Ask how their day is going, where they are from, if they have children /   

      grandchildren.
 •    Try to find out what their interests are so you can ask about them. Do they   

      like sports? Art? Music?
 •    Jot down a few notes about their interests/experiences so they can ask   

      about it the next time you “meet.”

During the Session
 •    Many virtual meeting software allow for someone to type closed captioning   

      as you go. This may be useful for your hard-of-hearing seniors and teens   
      with auditory processing disorder. Ideally, you will ask someone else to

       type the captions as you run the session. There is now an option for
       automatic closed-captioning as well, though it may not be entirely
       accurate. 

Ending a Conversation
 •    Be upfront about an end time, and give a few minutes warning 
 •    It’s okay to end a conversation when it is time to leave!
 •    Tell the senior that you have to go and when you’ll see them again.
 •    Thank them for letting you visit – and for the new information / experience
       that you have had.
 •    If the senior keeps talking and you have to leave, it’s okay to politely
        interrupt them.
 •    Try to end a conversation on an upbeat note.
 •    SMILE as you leave the “room!”

If your teens are in small groups with seniors (no teen should ever be alone with one 
other senior!), make sure you check in after each session. Teens should know how to 
let you know of any potential concerns or issues with their seniors - and know that you 
should be the only one communicating those issues with the staff at the senior center. 

Tips for Asynchronous Outreach (recording messages or videos for the seniors   
      to watch at a different time)

   •   Students can communicate with their buddies by recording themselves on their
           e-card or other pre-recorded content. Videos without e-cards can be sent to
           the seniors through email or text. 
   •   Speak more slowly than you think is reasonable and over-enunciate
           (pronounce your words deliberately and clearly). Because the watcher won’t
           be able to ask you to slow down or speak more clearly, it’s important to present
           yourself as clearly as possible from the beginning.
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   •   Unless it is necessary, film only your face/shoulders, not your full body. Being 
           able to see your facial expressions and watch your lips move will help with
           comprehension. (This is true for all of us, not just seniors!)
   •   Be sure you’re looking right in the camera! Eye contact is essential to
           relationship building - even when through a video. 
   •    When producing video for one-on-one interactions, show the senior around
           your space. Are you in the living room? Your kitchen? Is a pet around?
     •    Consider captions, particularly if you need the seniors to copy something that
           you are doing or if you know your senior’s native language isn’t English (even
           if their English is very good, video comprehension can be much harder). It is
           possible to turn on automatic captioning in some programs (Zoom, Google
           Meet), but be aware that as these are automatically generated they have
           errors. If you are recording in advance, you can auto-caption and then edit the
           captions. (Here are instructions for YouTube captions)

PLANNING FOR ACTIVITY SESSIONS 
Decide in tandem with the facility or senior group what kinds of activities best suit the 
group of seniors you are working with.

   •    Are seniors able to meet over Zoom? If so, as a group or as individuals?
   •    Do they, as individuals, regularly access email accounts or WhatsApp?
   •    Are they only able to do asynchronous activities with little to no internet
            connectivity?
   •    Do you have the capacity to purchase and distribute the “Buddy Box
            activities?

Each activity encourages you to gather letters from the teens to send to their seniors to 
help create and maintain their relationships between sessions. There are two ways to 
facilitate this: the easiest is to have the students email you their letter content, you print 
out for them, stuff in separate envelopes and bring (or mail) to your contact at the senior 
center. If you have the ability to collect handwritten letters, ask your teens if they’re willing 
to do this, and either collect them or have a parent volunteer to drop them off to you to 
stuff and get to the senior center. 

Depending on the situation in your physical location and the level of comfort on the part of 
the senior center you are partnering with, you may not be able to easily transfer materials 
back and forth between you and the teens and/or teens and seniors. One option is to 
prepare and send out all of your materials in advance, labelled by date/session, and only 
share personalized letters throughout the length of your program - and these letters could 
even be photographed and emailed to lessen physical contact.

BUDDY BOXES
The Buddy Box is a nice supplement to the interactive sessions with the seniors. They 
are not required, however. You’ll see notes for what to include in Buddy Boxes as well as 
ways to adjust to free/lower cost options.

A “Buddy Box” is a way to provide everything the seniors will need for each activity. Each 
time they receive their Buddy Box, the seniors will have everything, including instructions, 
so that they can perform the activity asynchronously. A new box is sent to the seniors for 
each activity (or could be compiled in advance if local restrictions require it).

https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/2734796?hl=en
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THE E-CARDS
Programs funded by BetterTogetherTM will receive Video Greeting Cards for each senior 
citizen in the program. These video cards look like greeting cards, but have 
an LCD screen inside with a play button. On each video card, students will be able to 
provide a video to their senior ‘buddies’ to be sent along with each Buddy Box or with the 
hand-written letters. The videos may contain instructions or walk-throughs of the activity 
along with greetings from the students. Teens can either have the cards physically and 
upload the video themselves, or you can be the holder of the cards, and upload the 
videos the teens send you via email. 

E-cards will be returned to the teens (or to you, as facilitator, if you are uploading their 
videos) between sessions, to be reloaded with the next program/message. If the seniors 
are very tech-savvy and/or have significant technology support, it is possible for seniors 
to record replies before sending the cards back, but this should not be expected.

A note about the distribution of Buddy Boxes and collection of E-cards: 
We recommend that the program facilitator/educator deliver all of the Buddy Boxes 
together. This will need to be coordinated with your partnering staff member at the senior 
facility. Senior facility staff members will distribute the boxes, as this is the only way 
to ensure safety during the pandemic. It should be noted that when putting the boxes 
together and delivering them, gloves should be worn. Determine with your partnering staff 
member at the senior facility when they can recollect the E-cards for pick up and reuse. 
One week after each delivery should be enough time for the seniors to do the activities. If 
boxes are being reused, they should be collected with the e-cards as well.

OPTIONAL MUSIC TIE-INS
Music can sometimes connect us in ways that words can’t – especially when we are 
physically distanced. Each of the teen lessons includes a few musical suggestions that 
might enhance your conversations. These could be played while teens are entering the 
session, as a break from serious conversations (or to launch them!), or as background 
music while teens are journaling at the end. Each lesson’s music is loosely tied to the 
topics, sometimes more or less connected. Recommend additional songs (and see those 
recommended by your colleagues!) here: BT in a Box Music Playlist.

REFLECTING & JOURNALING
Journaling is a critical component of this process. It allows students to internalize the 
messages they are hearing and sort through their thoughts and beliefs. As such, each 
session concludes with a journaling activity. Give students a prompt to write for 5-10 
minutes at the end of each session. For each session we will provide a set of relevant 
prompts to choose from to conclude the lesson (or give students a choice among them). 

Students can journal in a physical notebook or a simple Google document; you can also 
direct them to a free, secure online journaling site such as penzu.com.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rUlpWqpeNRDWcjeWWnJt4tcc22aG6Yo29L24jaJAY-0/edit?usp=sharing
https://penzu.com/
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BT WRITING CONTEST INFORMATION 
All student participants in our BetterTogetherTM in a box program are invited to 
compete in an essay-writing contest.  Students are encouraged to submit an essay, 
article, or short story (describing actual events – not fiction) describing and reflecting 
upon their intergenerational experiences in the BetterTogetherTM in a box program. 
Prizes will be awarded to:
group of seniors you are working with.

   •    the national student winners (1st, 2nd, 3rd) and
   •    the organizations of the national student winners

This is a no minimum amount of essays that must be submitted. There will be a 
first, second, and third place national prize, which will be judged by our esteemed 
Better2WriteTM national judges.

While organizations may submit more than one essay to the national competition, only 
one submission per organization will be chosen to place nationally.  

Student awards*
Prize for first place: $300 
Prize for second place: $200 
Prize for third place: $100 

*Awards will be sent to the schools who will then bestow the prize upon their student.

Organization awards
Each organization with a winning student will receive as a prize the following awards to 
be used for school scholarship funds: 
Prize for institution (of first place winner): $10,000 
Prize for institution (of second place winner): $8,000 
Prize for institution (of third place winner):   $5,000
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PART 2

TEEN PROGRAMMING
SESSIONS 
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TEEN PROGRAMMING SESSIONS

This programming has been adjusted to take place online. Teen-only sessions are 
designed to be synchronous (take place in “real time”) and senior sessions are 
primarily asynchronous (recorded or off-line entirely) but with notes for adjusting 
to be synchronous if that is possible in your community.

For the teen programming, it is assumed you will be using an online gathering tool such 
as Google Meet, Zoom, or WebEx. Each software has different controls, so specific 
technology instructions have not been included. We have tried to 
only use those capabilities shared by the free versions of most 
softwares.

There are five lessons available to you and if you cannot teach 
all of them due to timing constraints we recommend you at least 
choose lessons 1 and 2, and choose from the other 3 as per 
your personal choice or even better, have your teens and seniors 
weigh in. (Don’t forget that if you are getting funding through a 
BetterTogetherTM grant you are contracted to run at least 4 teen 
learning sessions!)

. 

A simple slide deck 
(in google slides) 
has been developed with the 

projected content 
for each lesson

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1m6ZzGBMZfkzRMjhFrSZ8zgdExuq8U65gtNLkyke3TC8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1m6ZzGBMZfkzRMjhFrSZ8zgdExuq8U65gtNLkyke3TC8/edit?usp=sharing
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TEEN LEARNING SESSION 1 JEWISH LEADERSHIP    
      & RESPONSIBILITY

 Objective: 
● To understand commitment to community service and the role it can play in a 

Jewish teen’s life.
● For students to see themselves as leaders and their work in this program as an 

act of leadership.

 Suggested Flow (45 minutes)
● Warm Up (10 minutes)
● Active Text Study (20-25 minutes)
● Optional Add In: (5-10 minutes)
● Wrap Up (5-10 minutes)

 Optional Music Tie-In
 You could play this music as the teens are entering or as they are working. You   
 can discuss or just let it inspire! (See the full music list)

● Debbie Friedman’s L’chi Lach
● Hineini (Here I Am) - Rick Recht
● Noah by Eric Hunker
● You and I (will change the world) התאו ינא ןייטשנייא קירא Arik Einstein

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rUlpWqpeNRDWcjeWWnJt4tcc22aG6Yo29L24jaJAY-0/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d8WrShnKTWY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JmYWtYqh3tU
https://youtu.be/uttWdOMZadM?t=20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gP6PS-poyMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gP6PS-poyMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gP6PS-poyMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gP6PS-poyMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gP6PS-poyMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gP6PS-poyMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gP6PS-poyMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gP6PS-poyMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gP6PS-poyMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gP6PS-poyMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gP6PS-poyMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gP6PS-poyMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gP6PS-poyMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gP6PS-poyMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gP6PS-poyMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gP6PS-poyMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gP6PS-poyMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gP6PS-poyMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gP6PS-poyMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gP6PS-poyMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gP6PS-poyMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gP6PS-poyMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gP6PS-poyMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gP6PS-poyMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gP6PS-poyMg
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 Lesson Outline: Warm Up: Video and Journal (10 minutes)
 Process:
      ● Ask students to answer the following question in the chat:

 “Name the three most important qualities of a leader” 
 You can show them the above graphic for inspiration.

      ● Show this video in your virtual meeting (if using Zoom, remember to also   
 ‘share your computer sound’ and optimize your video): https://www.   
 youtube.com/watch?v=qokt-nCJceI)

 Active Text Study: Being A Jewish Leader (20-25 minutes)
 Process:

Share the text study sources on your screen, or through a link in the chat. 
Have students volunteer to read the sources aloud. Encourage and guide 
the teens to really dig into the conversation about how we are instructed 
to care for individuals in need, and why sometimes that might be more 
compelling than focusing on the larger, systemic change. You may want to 
have students capture their own understanding of the Jewish imperative 
toward leadership in service – in words, visual art, music, etc. 

When you cut down your harvest in your field, and have forgotten a sheaf in the 
field, you shall not go again to fetch it; it shall be for the stranger, for the orphan, 
and for the widow; that the Lord your G-d may bless you in all the work of your 
hands. When you beat your olive tree, you shall not go over the boughs again; 
it shall be for the stranger, for the orphan, and for the widow. When you gather 
the grapes of your vineyard, you shall not glean it afterward; it shall be for the 
stranger, for the orphan, and for the widow. And you shall remember that you 
were a slave in the land of Egypt; therefore I command you to do this thing. 
 Deuteronomy 24:1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qokt-nCJceI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qokt-nCJceI
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I 
I have always seen life personally; 
my interest or sympathy or indignation is 
not aroused by an abstract cause, but by 
the plight of a single person… Out of my 
response to an individual develops an
awareness of a problem to the community, 
then to the country, then to the world.
   
     The Autobiography of Eleanor Roosevelt 

  Questions for Group Discussion
       1.  What is the Biblical text encouraging people to do? How might   
            fulfilling these commands shape the way a person understands his
            or her responsibility in the world? Are these characteristics similar to  
            the ones you listed before?

2. Why do you think we are told to remember being slaves in Egypt at 
the end of the Biblical passage? How does the experience of slavery 
relate to these commandments? 

3. We’re told to leave the food for the “stranger, widow and orphan” – 
individuals who would have been particularly challenged in the time 
of the text. What individuals or groups need our particular focus 
today? 

4. Eleanor Roosevelt speaks of “abstract causes” and the “plight of a 
single person” – how does that relate to the particular people we are 
instructed to care for in the Bible?

 
 And Be Sure to Stress These Last Two Questions

5. Who do you imagine might be the modern day equivalent of the 
text’s “stranger, widow and orphan” during the pandemic? 

6. How could you be a leader for such a person?

  Optional Add-In Ideas: Create a Padlet Board (5-10 minutes)
  Set Up: 

● Sign up for a free account at Padlet.com. (Padlet allows you to 
make a virtual discussion board for your students to participate in by 
adding posts to the board)

● Once you have an account, click: https://padlet.com/badler3/
gj85dwaynz7ywvkc 

● Click “REMAKE” on the top right corner. This will create your own 
copy of this Padlet, with its own link for you to share with your teens. 
The REMAKE button will not appear unless you are signed in with 
your account.

http://Padlet.com
https://padlet.com/badler3/gj85dwaynz7ywvkc
https://padlet.com/badler3/gj85dwaynz7ywvkc
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● Share by clicking “SHARE” in the top right corner and then clicking 
“Copy link to clipboard”

  Process:
● Share the link to your Padlet with them. Read the three prompts 

aloud to them and ask each teen to create a post in each of the 3 
columns answering the questions.

● After 5 minutes of typing, facilitate a short discussion based on 
some of the student answers.

  Wrap Up (5-10 minutes)
 Please see the Introduction to Reflection & Jounaling for tips and ideas to  
  set up your group’s reflection practice. 

 Pick a few of these reflection questions for this session:
      ● What do you hope to gain by being in the      

  BetterTogetherTM program?
      ● Who in your life do you value as a strong leader? What    

  characteristics of theirs do you admire? 
      ● When have you taken interest in a cause because of the “plight of a  

  single person”?
      ● How has the current pandemic impacted your understanding of   

  aiding or protecting others? What changed? 
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TEEN LEARNING SESSION 2 ACTIVE LISTENING, EMPATHY, &  
      POSITIVE INTERACTIONS

One of the most important skills in building healthy relationships is active 
listening. Through these activities and texts, participants are challenged to explore 
aspects of communication and reflect on their own current listening practices.  

 Objectives 
● To strengthen the ability to listen and to respond thoughtfully and empathetically. 
● To understand the importance Judaism places on active listening

 Outline
● Warm Up (7 minutes)
● Learning Activity (20 minutes)
● Alternative / Optional Add In: (25 minutes)
● Wrap Up / Reflection (5-10 minutes)

 Optional Music Tie-In
You could play this music as the teens are entering 
or as they are working. You can discuss or just let it inspire! 
(See the full music list)
● Adonai S’fatai - Rick Recht
● Yah Ribon - Josh Warshawsky
● L’Dor V’Dor - Craig Taubman
● Mitzvat Haboreh - Jacob Spike Kraus

 Warm Up: Talk. Talk. Talk. Listen. Listen. Listen. (7 minutes) 
● Pair the teens (randomly or intentionally to get kids talking to people they don’t 

usually talk to) and use your online technology to put them into breakout rooms 
once you have explained the process. They will be in the breakout rooms for 4 
minutes, and if possible, make an announcement at the two minute point for them 
to swap speakers. (If not, make sure they know to keep time on a phone or clock.)

● Process: The person whose first name comes first alphabetically should begin. 
They talk, about themselves, for 2 minutes. They can share things that interest 
you, why you’re doing this program, what you did this weekend – the only 
requirement is that you keep talking for 2 minutes and that the other person does 
not say a word. Switch roles for another 2 minutes. 

● Bring everyone back to the main room to debrief:  What was that like?  Which was 
harder, listening or talking? Why? When you were the listeners: Since you couldn’t 
talk, were there other ways you showed you were following what the other person 
was saying?  When you were the talkers: How did you know if the other person 
was interested? Did the other person’s silence make it easier or harder to talk? 

 Learning Activity: Whose Characteristic Is It Anyway? (20 minutes) 
● Process: Share a blank document that the facilitator can write on and can be seen
 by the group. (This can be done by sharing a Google Doc or sharing your screen
 through your online program)
● Ask the group: What makes a good listener? What does a good listener do? 
 Try to get at least 10-12 items. 
● Ask each to review the group’s list and then each should identify their top 5 

characteristics of a good listener. (you can use the chat for this) 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rUlpWqpeNRDWcjeWWnJt4tcc22aG6Yo29L24jaJAY-0/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RUNOc3FYsdo
https://joshwarshawsky.com/yah-ribon
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vel5Ib8q5ts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CxmNpvtIG8s
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 Present the Pirkei Avot text. The text highlights seven characteristics of a wise 
person and of an ignorant person. Ask them to look for differences between their 
list and Pirkei Avot’s.

 

 Have a brief group discussion:  This text is about being a wise person, but all the 
characteristics are about listening and speaking – why do you think that might 
be?  How does the Pirkei Avot text differ from our master list and your top-5 lists?  
Which parts do you agree with?  Which parts do you disagree with?  Would you 
add anything to your personal list of what makes a good listener? 

 Ask for 3 volunteers to play a game. This is based on a skit from the TV show 
Whose Line is it Anyway?: Two people are the party hosts. The third person is a 
guest. The guest has a particular “rule” or peculiarity that they are acting out, and 
the hosts have to try to guess what that role is. For example, a rule could be that 
the guest has to say “no” to every question. The hosts have to try to figure out 
what rule the guest is following.

 Privately tell (via private chat or other direct message) the guest one of the 7 
characteristics (from the text sheet) and they can decide to be a wise person or 
an ignorant one (do the exact opposite of what is written). The hosts have to try to 
guess which characteristic they are acting out.  For example, if you tell the person 
to be “of what the wise one has not heard they say “I have not heard””, then the 
guest might say “what? I didn’t hear you!” when the hosts speak. 

 Repeat up to 6 more times, having other participants play the role of the party guest. 

Pirkei Avot 5:9 
There are seven characteristics which typify the ignorant one and 
seven the wise person: 
• The wise person does not speak in the presence of one who is   
   wiser than they. 
• The wise one does not interrupt their friend’s words. 
• One does not reply in haste. 
• One asks what is relevant and answers to the point. 
• One replies to questions in orderly sequence. 
• Of what the wise person has not heard, they say 
  “I have not heard.” 
• The wise person admits to the truth. 
The opposite of each of these typify the ignorant one. 
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 Optional Add-In Activity: Learning to Be a Good Listener (25 minutes)
 Process: 

 Announce: BetterTogetherTM has changed its mission: now it’s about people who 
are elderly visiting and getting to know youth. To get ourselves ready for this new 
mission, we’re going to do a few exercises where two of you will be seniors, and 
one will be yourself. Let’s have our first three volunteers. Identify one to be the 
teen and two to be the elders. *You could also have the facilitator be the senior in 
the first round to model the tone for the teens.Private message/text the “elders” 
the instructions for Meeting #1 – Closed. Remind the elders to stay in character 
as they ask these questions. 

Meeting #1 – Closed 
Elders, start with a lot of questions all at once. Let the teen start to answer, then move 
along as soon as you have the idea of what they’ll say.  
 What do you like to eat?
 What sports do you play?
 What’s your favorite subject in school?
 Where did you take your last vacation?

Meeting #2 – Open 
Elders, this time, ask open-ended questions and allow the teen to fully answer. Don’t fol-
low-up, just ask the next question.  
 How is your day going?
 What are your plans for this week?
 What do you like to do with your friends?

Meeting #3 – Passive 
Elders, please ask these questions, but once you ask the question, get distracted. Look at 
your watch or phone, mute yourself and look away, etc.
 What do you like to do after school?  
 Where is your family from? 
 When and why did they come to this area?  
 Do you like to cook or read? 
 What are your favorite recipes or books? 

Meeting #4 – Active 
Elders, this time, when the teen answers, physically respond. Lean in toward the   
screen, nod your head, smile, etc. Don’t talk, just use physical indicators.  
 Can you tell me about your family?  
 What made you interested in doing the BetterTogetherTMprogram?  
 Can you tell me about an interesting trip or place you have visited? 

Meeting #5 – Validation 
Elders, as you ask these questions, you should provide confirmation that you    
understand the answers – nodding, saying “I’m so sorry,” or “I see”…  
 Tell me about a really terrible day you had lately.  
 What’s something that’s happened recently that you’re proud of?
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 After 1-2 minutes, send the “elders” the instructions for Meeting #2 - Open. (If 
you have a large group, you could swap out new actors here) Allow 1-2 minutes 
of acting. Then debrief with the teens: What was different in the two sets of 
questions? Beyond the questions, what did the elders do differently? For the 
teen(s) who participated as teens: How did it feel to be on the end of either set of 
questions?

 With new actors, play out Meeting #3 - Passive and Meeting #4 - Active. Switch 
to a last set of actors for Meeting #5 – Validation

As a group, debrief the entire fishbowl experience. What different listening skills 
were practiced? Which of these skills will be useful? 

 Close with these last two texts. The middle text speaks to the impact a listener’s 
response can have on a speaker’s experience. The last text underscores the idea 
that when we are in deep dialogue with each other, we are imitating God. 

 

Moses recalls that God spoke to Israel “face 
to face.” One would expect that expression to 
be “panim el panim (“face TO face”), but it 
says, panim b’panim (literally, “face IN face”), 
expressing even greater directness. The presence 
is not only turned to the other, but penetrates into 
the other. 
 Samson Raphael Hirsch, 
 The Pentateuch                 
 Translated and Explained
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 Wrap Up / Reflection (5-10 minutes)
 Process

Please see the Introduction to Reflection & Jounaling for tips and ideas to set up 
your group’s reflection practice. 

Pick a few of these reflection questions for this session: 
1.  A good listener is someone who…. Because….. 
2.  When is it easiest for you to listen to someone? When is it most difficult? 
3.  Write down a story that someone has told you. How did you feel while you 

were hearing that story? Why do you think the person told you the story?
4.  Are there people you have connected with during this pandemic that 

you don’t think you would have connected to otherwise? How have they 
impacted your life? Will you retain that relationship when we “return to 
normal”?

5.  Though you are not yet old, write a story from your own life that you think 
you will talk about when you are old. Why is that story important to share?

. 

Just take them in. Listen to what they’re saying. Care about it. 
Most times caring about it is even more important than under-

standing it. Most of us don’t value ourselves or love enough to 
know this. It has taken me a long time to believe in the power 
of simply saying, “I’m so sorry,” when someone is in pain. 

And meaning it. One of my patients told me that when she 
tried to tell her story people often interrupted her to tell 
her that they once had something just like that happen to 

them. Subtly her pain became a story about themselves. 
Eventually she stopped talking to most people. It was 
just too lonely. We connect through listening. When 

we interrupt what someone is saying to let them know 
that we understand, we move the focus of attention to 
ourselves. When we listen, they know we care. 

 Rachel Naomi Remen, M.D. 
 Kitchen Table Wisdom
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. 
TEEN LEARNING SESSION 3 JEWISH WISDOM

A strong association between old age and wisdom is expressed throughout Jewish 
tradition. The rabbis of the Talmud use the Hebrew word zaken to mean both old 
and wise. Our tradition understands that wisdom is not merely the accumulation of 
knowledge and experience, but reflects an ongoing engagement in life and learning 
to the extent of one’s abilities. Part of our responsibility in the Jewish community 
is to ensure that the elders in our time are treated with respect and offered 
opportunities for learning and doing. 

 Objectives
●   To begin to define wisdom.
●   To explore the Jewish understanding of the relationship between wisdom and   

old age.

 Outline 
●   Warm Up (5 minutes)
●   Learning Activity: Who is Truly Wise? (20 minutes)
●   Alternative / Optional Add In: Wisdom, Made Visible (20 minutes)
●   Wrap Up / Reflection (5-10 minutes)

 Optional Music Tie-In
 You could play this music as the teens are entering or as they are working. You   
 can discuss or just let it inspire! (See the full music list)

●   Tzedek - Isaac Zones & David Ingber 
●   Eileh Chamdah Libi by Noah Aronson
●   Yatzah Mimitzrayim - Elana Arian and Noah Aronson
●   EITZ CHAYIM Tree of Life - Naomi Less and Matt Check
●   Shuly Nathan - Yerushalayim shel zahav (live in France, 1968)

Isaac Zones & David Ingber

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rUlpWqpeNRDWcjeWWnJt4tcc22aG6Yo29L24jaJAY-0/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m7zfYWsNV_c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EXqPKuQ2ydI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lxCw53suDYQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kihM4LBvrOQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJytV7s-aUU
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Warm Up (5 minutes)
 Process: 

As the teens come online, project these sentence fragments. You can ask 
participants to write on a whiteboard-type space or share the sentences one at a 
time and have the teens comment through the chat. Either way, capture the words 
generated - they’ll be useful later. 

●   Who is wise? One who ____________.

●   Our community is like a ____________ and the elderly are our ____________.

●   Wisdom is ____________, knowledge is ____________.

Learning Activity: Who is Truly Wise? (20 Minutes)
You can do this activity as one large group or switch between full and sub-groups. If you 
do sub-groups, you should identify one teen in each group who will act as the facilitator, 
driving the conversation forward. If you and your group are particularly comfortable with 
breakout rooms, the ideal flow would have the discussions happen in small (randomized) 
groups, then returning to the full group to process and share. 

 

 Process: 
Share the first three quotes (Lao-Tzu, Tennyson, and Job). Have students read 
them out loud to the group. 
Pick 3-4 of these questions to discuss: 

1.  According to Lao-Tzu, what is the difference between knowledge and 
being wise? Can a person be knowledgeable and wise at the same time? 

2.  Though only the text from Job mentions old age, do you think Lao-Tzu and 
Tennyson would associate wisdom with old age? What do you think they 
would think of the text from Job? 

3.  How do you think being wise is different from being smart or 
knowledgeable? Which of these quotes best expresses how you feel? 

4.  Think about studying for a test compared to reading a book that really 
interests you. Which is more likely to lead to wisdom? Why? 

A wise person has no extensive 
knowledge. One who has 
extensive knowledge is not a 
wise one. 
The Way of Lao-Tzu, 81

Knowledge comes, but 
wisdom lingers.
Lord Alfred Tennyson, 
Locksley Hall, I. 141 

For wisdom is with the 
old, and understanding 
with the length of days.
Job, 12:12
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Add in the second set of texts, all centering on the question: “Who is truly wise?”

Read the texts aloud and then discuss: 
1.  How does each source reflect a different understanding of wisdom?
2.  What does it mean to learn from all people? Can you really learn from 

everyone?
3.  What would the world look like if we could all foresee the consequences of 

our acts? How might things be different?
4.  What does it mean to “live out” what you have learned? Do you think this 

is easy or difficult to do? Why?

Optional/Supplemental Activity: Wisdom Made Visible (20 minutes)
 Process:

Have each student pick one of the “Who is Truly Wise” texts and answer the 
question below through art. There are many online options which range from free 
drawing to more abstract art. You may want to preview and pick a few options to 
highlight to the teens. If you include the abstract, then encourage the teens to be 
able to explain the meaning of their art. It’s as much about the process of making 
the art as what it looks like! Some good sources for creating online art include:  
https://wordart.com/, https://www.pixilart.com/draw, https://www.powtoon.com/, 
http://streetartcreator.com/, http://weavesilk.com/, http://bomomo.com/, http://www.
stephen.com/mondrimat/index3.html?

Who is truly wise? One who learns from all people.  
Pirkei Avot 4:1
 ●     Imagine a day in which you try to learn from 

everyone you meet. 
            What does this look like? 
            What might you learn? 
            What would be hard about this day?

Who is truly wise? One who foresees the consequences 
of their acts. Babylonian Talmud Tamid 32a
 ●     Think of a time when you would have done 

something differently if you had been able to foresee 
what the consequences would be. What would you do 
next time in the same situation?

Who is truly wise? One who lives out what has been 
learned. Sifray, Deut. 1, Piska 13
 ●     What life lessons have you already learned? 

Imagine yourself as an elder - what do you hope to be 
able to teach youth? What life lessons (from others) 
have already been passed to you?

Give students about 15-20 minutes (or longer!) to  work on their art. Have them 
stay on the video call while they’re working - they can chat and share ideas as 
they go! When you have about 5 minutes left, encourage everyone to save their 
files (at minimum they should be able to take a screenshot, but most sites allow 
for a free simple download). Share all the artwork! If you (the facilitator) have 
access to a color printer, printing out the teen art would be a great gift - a copy to 
the teen and a copy to their elder partner!

https://wordart.com/
https://www.pixilart.com/draw
https://www.powtoon.com/
http://streetartcreator.com/
http://weavesilk.com/
http://bomomo.com/
http://www.stephen.com/mondrimat/index3.html?
http://www.stephen.com/mondrimat/index3.html?
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Facilitator Art - take the words generated in the warm up and put them into https://
wordart.com/. You can use your own logo (upload a new graphic) as the outline, 
or any of the existing shapes. 

 Wrap Up/Reflection (5-10 minutes)
  Please see the Introduction to Reflection & Jounaling for tips and ideas to  
   set up your group’s reflection practice. 

 Pick a few of these reflection questions for this session: 
1.  Why do you think wisdom is often associated with old age? Can a young 

person be wise?
2.  Who do you think is wise? What makes him/her wise? How did he/she 

acquire that wisdom?
3.  Think of the seniors you already know (grandparents, neighbors, etc). 

Have you learned any secret wisdom from them? What can you ask 
them, share with them, or do with them, which might uncover their secret 
wisdoms?

4.  Think of the various quotes you explored in this unit. Which resonates? 
Why? What does it teach you?

5.  One way we learn is from challenges or adversity. What do you think we 
(as humanity? As Jews?) will learn from this COVID-19 challenge?

 Next Steps
 A natural next-step could be Activity 1: Getting to Know You

https://wordart.com/
https://wordart.com/
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TEEN LEARNING SESSION 4 JEWISH HEALTH & WELLNESS

Being healthy of mind and spirit is as core to Judaism as the Shema, where we 
are told that we should love God - v’chol me’odecha, with all our might/strength 
(Deuteronomy 6:5). Encouraging teens and the seniors to incorporate healthy 
choices and healthy living is an inherently Jewish approach to life. 

 Objectives 
● To define health as including mental and physical well-being
● To explore the importance Judaism places on physical and mental health.

 Outline 
● Warm Up (5 minutes)
● Learning Activity: Where is our strength? (25 minutes)
● Alternative / Optional Add In: Meme’s the Word (10-20 minutes)
● Wrap Up / Reflection (5-10 minutes)

 Optional Music Tie-In
 You could play this music as the teens are entering or as they are working. You   
 can discuss or just let it inspire! (See the full music list)

● Debbie Friedman’s MiShebeirach
● Wonder (Asher Yatzar) - Rabbi Josh Warshawsky
● Shelter us in Place | Hashkiveinu - Eliana Light
● Mi Sheberach for Healing the World by Sandra Lawson

 

 Warm Up (5 minutes)
 Process: 

As the teens come online, project these superhero images. Ask each student to 
identify what they would put on their own cape? What superpower do they want to 
possess? 

Encourage each person to imagine both a skill or talent they have in real life (the 
vision to see people’s real emotions) and one they might want in a magical world 
(the vision to see through walls). 

We have many strengths of all types - mental, physical, emotional - and Judaism 
gives us texts to help us make wise choices in all these realms.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rUlpWqpeNRDWcjeWWnJt4tcc22aG6Yo29L24jaJAY-0/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHKo3CjuzpY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GslJRQksUuA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9vXwl5ZKKhM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XfrpavPWIgM
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Hillel the Elder was this type of person. After 

class one day, he started walking with his 

students. They asked him, “Teacher, where are 

you going?” 

 He said, “To do a mitzvah.” They asked, 

“What mitzvah?” and he told them, “To take a 

bath.” Surprised, they asked, “That’s a mitzvah?!” 

“It is indeed,” he answered. “It is someone’s 

special job to wash the statues of kings set up 

in public spaces like theaters. This person gets 

paid to wash those statues! And he gets a lot of 

respect! Those statues are only the image of a 

king. I am responsible to wash myself because I 

am created in God’s image, as it says in Genesis 

9:6, ‘God made people b’tzelem Elohim (in the 

image of God).’”

 Midrash Rabbah, Vayikra 34:3

 Learning Activity: Where is our strength? (20 minutes)
 Preparation

Make (digital) copies of the slide with this image on it. You’ll break the group up 
into small groups of 2-3 students, so make one copy per sub-group.

 Process
Begin by showing the texts to the students. Have volunteers read them out loud. 
As a whole group, ask some Initial processing questions: 

- What types of health are addressed in these texts?
- How do the texts seem to think about exercise and being healthy?
- What connection do you see between the idea of God and the idea of a 

healthy mind/body? 

 Health Texts:

“The body is the soul’s 
house. Shouldn’t we 
therefore take care of 
our house so that it 
doesn’t fall into ruin?”
 Philo 
 Hellenistic   
 Jewish   
 Philosopher)

“The body is the 
soul’s house. 
Shouldn’t we 
therefore take care 
of our house so that 
it doesn’t fall into 
ruin?”
 Philo 
 Hellenistic   
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 He said, “To do a mitzvah.” They asked, 

“What mitzvah?” and he told them, “To take a 

bath.” Surprised, they asked, “That’s a mitzvah?!” 

“It is indeed,” he answered. “It is someone’s 

special job to wash the statues of kings set up 

in public spaces like theaters. This person gets 

paid to wash those statues! And he gets a lot of 

respect! Those statues are only the image of a 

king. I am responsible to wash myself because I 

am created in God’s image, as it says in Genesis 

9:6, ‘God made people b’tzelem Elohim (in the 

image of God).’”

 Midrash Rabbah, Vayikra 34:3
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Rav Huna said to his son Rabba: 

What is the reason that you are not 

to be found among those who study 

before Rav Hisda, whose halakhot 

are incisive? Rabba said to him: 

What can I learn from him? When I 

go to him, he sits me down and talks 

about mundane matters not related to 

Torah [but focusing on anatomy and 

physical health]. Rav Huna said to his 

son Rabba: He is dealing with matters 

crucial to human life, and you say that 

he is dealing with mundane matters? 

Now that I know what you meant, all 

the more so go before him.

 Babylonian Talmud, Shabbat 82a

Mi Shebeirach 
Mi she-bei-rach a-vo-tei-nu, M’kor ha-bra-cha 
l’i-mo-tei-nu: May the Source of strength Who 
blessed the ones before us, Help us find the 
courage To make our lives a blessing, And let us 
say, Amen. 

Mi she-bei-rach i-mo-tei-nu, M’kor ha-bra-cha 
l’a-vo-tei-nu Bless those in need of healing With 
refu-ah sh’lei-ma, The renewal of body, The 
renewal of spirit, And let us say: Amen. 

©1988 Deborah Lynn Friedman (ASCAP). 

“Blessed are You, 
Lord our God, King 
of  the Universe, who 
straightens the bent.”
 Birchot haShachar  
      - Daily morning  
 prayers

Understand that the maintenance of the body in a healthy and sound condition is a God-chosen way.  Maimonides, 12th    century physician    and scholar,   Hilchot Deot 4:1

“Great is our physical demand. 
We need a healthy body. We 
dealt much with soulfulness; we 
forgot the holiness of the body. 
We neglected the physical health 
and strength; we forgot that we 
have holy flesh; no less than holy 
spirit…” Rav Kook, 	 (1865-	1935)	the	first		
	 Ashkenazic	chief	rabbi		
	 in	pre-state	Israel		 	
	 and	one	of	the		 	
	 founders	of	Zionism

Mi Shebeirach 
Mi she-bei-rach a-vo-tei-nu, M’kor ha-bra-cha 
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say, Amen. 

Mi she-bei-rach i-mo-tei-nu, M’kor ha-bra-cha 
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refu-ah sh’lei-ma, The renewal of body, The 
renewal of spirit, And let us say: Amen. 

©1988 Deborah Lynn Friedman (ASCAP). 
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before Rav Hisda, whose halakhot 
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What can I learn from him? When I 

go to him, he sits me down and talks 
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he is dealing with mundane matters? 

Now that I know what you meant, all 

the more so go before him.

 Babylonian Talmud, Shabbat 82a
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 After a brief group discussion, 
 divide the participants 
 into groups of 2-3 students. 

 Give each student group a copy of the slide  
 with the superhero image and the slide with  
 the texts. 
 
 There are 8 texts. 

The goal is to place some or all of the texts around and 
over the superhero, connecting the ideas in the texts 
with the parts of the body. For example, the prayer from 
Birchot haShachar (the daily morning blessings), might 
point to the superhero’s back because it talks about 
straightening out our bends, and in the picture the back 
is straight. This could be done online using google slides, 
Google Jamboard or lino. 

You could give the students blank slides and ask them to create a 
person through these texts - however they imagine that to be. This would take 
more time, but could also lead to some very creative expressions!

 Optional Learning Activity: Meme’s the Word (10-20 minutes)
Using the same set of texts, have students create inspirational memes/posters 
that encourage healthy living and exercise. Each meme / poster should reference 
one or more of the texts (in some way). There are many online meme creator 
sites (https://spark.adobe.com/make/meme-maker/, https://www.canva.com/
create/memes/, and https://makeameme.org/) - your teens will know how to make 
memes - and you can also encourage them to make posters (physical or virtual). 

The results of this activity could be printed out and shared with the seniors to 
encourage their ongoing exercise and health! 

	 Wrap	Up	/	Reflection	(5-10 minutes)
Please see the Introduction to Reflection & Jounaling for tips and ideas to set up 
your group’s reflection practice. 

 Pick	a	few	of	these	reflection	questions	for	this	session 
1.  When you think of health, where in your body do you focus? Why?
2.  Which of the texts we studied today resonated most with you? What 

actions does that text suggest to you?
3.  As a stereotype, Jews are not known for athleticism. Does that stereotype 

match your experiences and knowledge of the Jewish community? Do 
these texts challenge the stereotype?

4.  Across the globe we are struggling with COVID-19 and its impact on 
individual and communal health. Are there texts that you can specifically 
connect to this experience? Are there different ways you are engaging with 
your health in this situation?

 Next Steps
 A natural next-step could be Activity 2: Let’s Get Moving

https://jamboard.google.com/
https://en.linoit.com/
https://spark.adobe.com/make/meme-maker/
https://www.canva.com/create/memes/
https://www.canva.com/create/memes/
https://makeameme.org/
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TEEN LEARNING SESSION 5 JEWISH FOOD AND CULTURE

“If there is no flour, there is no Torah; if there is no Torah, there is no flour.”
– Pirkei Avot , 3:21 Eating together creates and strengthens community, and even 
when we’re apart we can connect through recipes and recollections of food. 
This lesson incorporates components from JWA’s “The View from the Kitchen” 
unit.

 Objectives 
● Identify ways that food symbolism appears throughout the Jewish experience
● To explore the importance Judaism places on food and food rituals

 Outline 
● Warm Up (5 minutes)
● Activity 1: Food as Culture? (20 minutes)
● Activity 2: Text exploration (20 minutes)
● Wrap Up / Reflection (5-10 minutes)

 Optional Music Tie-In
 You could play this music as the teens are entering or as they are working. 
 You can discuss or just let it inspire! (See the full music list) 
      ● What you give - Naomi Less
      ● Hinei Mah Tov (Eeoohh!) - Mikey Pauker
      ● Leonard Cohen - Hallelujah (Live In London)

 Warm Up (5 minutes)
 Process:

Ask: What foods are connected to Jewish holidays? Why?
 (the slide has a picture of an apple with honey, to prime the brainstorm)

List all the foods associated with holidays that you know, and any stories you 
know about any of the foods. (Here are some examples, but brainstorm with the 
group, listing as much as you can, and as many different meanings as anyone 
has heard for each food):

● Apples and honey or Sephardic tishpishti (a walnut cake with sweet syrup) for
      sweet new year
● Latkes and doughnuts for the miracle of the oil lasting on Hanukkah
● Challah and wine on Shabbat as remembrances of Temple sacrifices
● Passover seder plate foods, i.e. maror for the bitterness of slavery, salt water 
      for Hebrew slaves’ tears, matzah for the 
      rapid escape from Egypt, eggs and 
      parsley for spring and rebirth, etc.
● Hamantaschen to make fun of 
      Haman on Purim

      Why do you think we have 
      food associations with so many 
      events/holidays in Judaism? 

      What role does food play in the 
      experience of Judaism? 

In advance - 
ask the teens 

to bring a 
favorite family recipe to the 

session.

https://jwa.org/teach/golearn/nov06
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rUlpWqpeNRDWcjeWWnJt4tcc22aG6Yo29L24jaJAY-0/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LlDE5V4Jx3Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FcK5RkAmqkY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YrLk4vdY28Q
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 Activity 1: Food as Culture (20 min)
 Preparation: Make copies of the Jewish Recipes slide. You’ll need one per   
 research group AND one per student.

 Begin with a discussion around Jewish foods. You could ask some or all of 
 these questions:

● What is your favorite Jewish food?
● Are there specific foods your family always has for Shabbat or holidays?
● When your parents/grandparents/other family members cook, do they use recipes 

or do they just cook from their heads?
● Have they taught you how to cook any family specialties?

Read one or both of these to the group:

“Dishes are important because they are a link with the past, a celebration of 
roots, a symbol of continuity. They are that part of an immigrant culture which 
survives the longest, kept up even when clothing, music, language, and religious 
observance have been abandoned. Although cooking is fragile because it lives 
in human activity, it isn’t easily destroyed. It is transmitted in every family like 
genes, and it has the capacity for change and for passing on new experiences 
from one generation to another. It is possible, by examining family dishes, 
to define the identity and geographical origin of a family line.” 
(Claudia Roden, The Book of Jewish Food, p. 11.)

 “The fact that women prepare for holidays means that it is the 
women who are ritual experts, the guardians of law and tradition, 

the ones with the power to make and create, not simply participate.” 
 (Susan Starr Sered, Women as Ritual Experts: The Religious Lives of 
 Elderly Jewish Women in Jerusalem, p 135)

 If you read the second quote, be sure to ask if this matches their own experience. 
 What role does gender play in religion and practice? This can be a whole    
 conversation in itself, but this can be a natural place to open the idea.

 Read the introduction to this recipe: https://jwa.org/media/moroccan-pumpkin-  
 soup-with-chick-peas-in-massachusetts

● What holiday(s) does the author connect with this soup?
● What culture(s) does the author connect to the soup? (if they don’t see it 

immediately, flag that the author connects to American culture by bringing the 
soup to Thanksgiving)

● Is “Moroccan Pumpkin Soup” what comes to mind when you first thought of 
“traditional Jewish foods”? 

 In the United States, we have a heavily Ashkenazi (originating from eastern   
 Europe - largely Russia and Poland) Jewish culture. However, Jews live    
 and come from all over the globe.

 In small groups, ask students to explore one or more of these websites and pick   
 one recipe that interests them:

● https://www.thespruceeats.com/essential-jewish-dishes-4149436
● https://tasty.co/article/deenashanker/make-bubbe-proud
● http://joannathan.com/recipes/
● https://reformjudaism.org/jewish-holidays/passover/10-passover-recipes-around-world

http://books.google.com/books/about/The_Book_of_Jewish_Food.html?id=LIgrAAAAYAAJ
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B000QCQX9O/ref=dp-kindle-redirect?_encoding=UTF8&btkr=1
https://jwa.org/media/moroccan-pumpkin-soup-with-chick-peas-in-massachusetts
https://jwa.org/media/moroccan-pumpkin-soup-with-chick-peas-in-massachusetts
https://www.thespruceeats.com/essential-jewish-dishes-4149436
https://tasty.co/article/deenashanker/make-bubbe-proud
http://joannathan.com/recipes/
https://reformjudaism.org/jewish-holidays/passover/10-passover-recipes-around-world
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 As they are reviewing the recipes and sites, they should look for:
● What culture does this recipe reflect? 
● What connections to Jewish life/text do they see in this recipe? Does it connect to 

a holiday?
● What particularly excites/interests them about this recipe? 

 Each research team should pull 1-2 recipes to add to a class compilation.

 After the groups are finished, bring everyone back together. Ask them to share the  
 recipes they found interesting, highlighting the questions above (rather than just   
 reading the recipe to the group). 

 Finally, ask each teen to complete one more slide with a family recipe. This can be  
 shared with their senior and also can be compiled into a BetterTogetherTM    
 e-cookbook. If you create a cookbook, activity 2 will give you nice text reflections   
 to intersperse between the recipes.

 Activity 2: Exploring Texts (20 minutes)

 In the slide show there are 8 colorful slides centered around these 8 texts:
1.  “If there is no flour, there is no Torah; if there is no Torah, there is no flour.”
 - Pirkei Avot, 3:21
2.  One who eats slowly lives long. – Babylonian Talmud, Berachot 54b
3.  Food choices matter because they are the most consistent ethical decision we 

make throughout our day.  – Rabbi Shmuly Yanklowitz
4.  The world can live without wine, but it cannot live without water; the world can live 

without peppers, but it cannot live without salt. – Jerusalem Talmud, Horayot 3:5
5.  Providing charity for poor and hungry people weighs as heavily as all the other 

commandments of the Torah combined. – Babylonian Talmud, Bava Batra 9a
6.  Who eats even plain bread and salt with his friend should be grateful to him. – 

Tanna Debe Eliyahu Rabba
7.  There can be no rejoicing without food and drink. – Babylonian Talmud, Mo’ed 

Katan 9a
8.  Said Rav Ami: In the study hall, give priority to wisdom; at the table, give priority to 

age. - Babylonian Talmud, Bava Batra 120a

This activity uses the slide deck (in Google slides) created to go along with 
BetterTogetherTM in a box. Assign each student a letter A-H (you can use pairs if you 
have more than 8 students*. If you have 16 or more, you could also create a second set 
of slides and have this running twice concurrently). The slides are labelled in the notes, 
“LESSON 5 -- SLIDE A”. The goal is for each participant to start on their slide, answer 
question 1. Then progress to the next slide and answer question 2. And so on:

When you finish slide H, the next slide is A. 

Participant A

 
Participant B

 
Participant H 

Slide B- Question 2          Slide C - question 3

Slide C - Question 2          Slide D - question 3

Slide A - Question 2          Slide B - question 3

Start on Slide A, 
answer question 1

Start on Slide B, 
answer question 1 

Start on Slide H, 
answer question 1

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1m6ZzGBMZfkzRMjhFrSZ8zgdExuq8U65gtNLkyke3TC8/edit?usp=sharing
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 At any given moment, each participant should be on a different slide, but    
 answering the same question. Each participant will also find that they    
 are always answering in the same color box (the colors shift around), to help   
 them keep on track. 

 Let participants know not to go ahead until you tell them to go to the next slide.   
 You should give 30-45 seconds per question, although questions 1 and 2    
 may take a bit longer.

 When you are done, take a moment to go through the slides as a group -    
 reviewing the texts and commentaries created by the students. 

 This will make a lovely addition to a group cookbook!

 *If you have fewer than 8 students, you can delete some texts and/or have   
 students go around more than once.

 Wrap Up/Reflection (5-10 minutes)
 Please see the Introduction to Reflection & Jounaling for tips and ideas to set up   
 your group’s reflection practice. 

 Pick a few of these reflection questions for this session: 
● Why do you think food is such a core component of our culture?
● What new food or text resonated most with you? Why?
● What new food traditions would you be most interested to try out?
● Are there food traditions you think we should either “promote” or “retire”? Why?
● Over the past few months while dealing with the Covid-19 pandemic, have you 

engaged in cooking more than usual? Explored your own tradition or looked for 
new ones? Do you think it will have a lasting impact on you?

 Next Steps
 A natural next-step could be Activity 3: Let’s Get Cooking. 
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PART 3 

INTERGENERATIONAL 
ACTIVITIES
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INTERGENERATIONAL ACTIVITIES

OVERVIEW
Below are detailed instructions for six different intergenerational activities to run between 
your students and their senior-adult buddies. These activities should be carried out in 
conjunction with the teen programming above. For example, following the student session 
about “Jewish Food and Culture” would be an ideal time to schedule a food-related 
intergenerational activity (see Activity 3, Let’s Get Cooking, below). 

The six activities below are suggestions. Over the course of the program, you may find 
that four activities suffice for your program. You should choose which activities to run 
based on the people in your program, the technological capabilities of your seniors, your 
own bandwidth to coordinate the different moving pieces each activity requires, and your 
program budget.

Intergenerational activities are designed for the teens and seniors to get to know 
each other, interact in a fun and positive way, and build relationships. We therefore 
recommend that each and every activity include a hand-written letter from student 
to senior, followed by one of several other options: 

1. A non-electronic activity that can be included in the envelope with the student’s 
letter – this is a good low-budget option when dealing with seniors who would 
struggle with technology-based activities.

2. An electronic, asynchronous activity – this option works well for seniors who 
regularly check email, or have help from someone who can show them pre-made 
videos by your students.

3. A synchronous online meeting – this is an ideal method for relationship-building 
during the pandemic, though will be a major challenge for most senior adults. 
If however, the senior adults in your program have the ability to meet virtually, 
through Google Meet or Zoom, this is a wonderful medium for intergenerational 
activities.

4. Buddy Boxes and e-cards – this method is the ideal option for programs 
running with a BetterTogetherTM grant or that have independent budgets for 
programming. In the Buddy Box, students send actual materials for an activity for 
the senior adult to do. The boxes may also contain e-cards, which allow students 
to give asynchronous tutorials and salutations to their buddies. More on the 
e-cards can be found here.

There are many ways to structure these interactions – as stated above, the technology 
capabilities of your seniors will drive your choices. (Some different technology options are 
listed in Activity Session Planning.) 

What follows are sets of options for each of the 6 activities. You’ll see that each activity 
begins with a communication (letter) from the teens to the seniors and then includes a 
variety of options for interactions. We recommend reading through all the options for each 
session and then deciding what works best for your groups.   

Each activity includes an optional “buddy box” description. For more information on the 
buddy boxes, please see Getting Started with a Buddy Box, on the next page.
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Letter Writing
It may be helpful for students to use large, lined stationery and write bigger 
(and more clearly)  than they normally would. If you are having seniors write 
directly back to the teens, you should include a self-addressed and stamped 
envelope. Keep in mind that larger or heavier envelopes require additional 
postage; due to COVID-19 restrictions, senior centers may hold mail for 72 
hours before delivery to residents. Depending on current restrictions, you may 
want to explore ways to send the letters electronically (taking pictures and 
printing them out on the other end).

Getting Started with a Buddy Box 
 Determine what size buddy boxes you will need and how many. 

 You may want the same one returned over and over, or you may decide to send a  
 new box to each senior for every activity. We recommend something like this for   
 the box. 

 Don’t forget to buy the lids too! Keep in mind that due to COVID-19 restrictions,   
 you may not be able to reuse the boxes. 
   
 Each student should include a picture of themselves for their new buddy.
 
 A 4x6 should do it. If digital pictures need to be printed, most home printers can   
 handle this photo paper. It might be nice to frame them as well. Here’s an    
 affordable option and a more expensive one. 

 Remember to add a handwritten letter from each teen to their senior partner 
 each time! 

https://www.amazon.com/IMagicoo-Writing-Stationery-Different-Style-1/dp/B07F8RW2DH/ref=sr_1_9?dchild=1&keywords=lined+stationary+paper&qid=1589934219&s=office-products&sr=1-9
https://www.papermart.com/p/colored-deluxe-two-piece-gift-boxes/79726?searchitemnumber=82284399p
https://www.papermart.com/p/colored-deluxe-two-piece-gift-boxes/79726?searchitemnumber=82281399p
https://www.amazon.com/HP-CR759A-Everyday-Photo-Glossy/dp/B007W7QERC/ref=sr_1_6?crid=19D1JPAU73DP4&dchild=1&keywords=4x6+photo+paper&qid=1589322030&sprefix=4x6+photo+%2Caps%2C174&sr=8-6
https://www.amazon.com/Giftgarden-Picture-Frame-Frames-Tabletop/dp/B079DKT3W2/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=4x6+frames&qid=1589322201&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/Giftgarden-Picture-Frame-Frames-Tabletop/dp/B079DKT3W2/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=4x6+frames&qid=1589322201&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/TWING-Premium-Acrylic-Photo-Frame/dp/B01BBDFNCE/ref=sxin_3_ac_d_pm?ac_md=3-2-QWJvdmUgJDMw-ac_d_pm&cv_ct_cx=4x6+frames&dchild=1&keywords=4x6+frames&pd_rd_i=B01BBDFNCE&pd_rd_r=56d2a623-68c5-4abe-a491-a0ba45373d66&pd_rd_w=tDi6F&pd_rd_wg=cda7P&pf_rd_p=56b8ab64-8f22-43d4-8319-4b30f162b5e2&pf_rd_r=XTP8CEDEVYDZB0B0ME40&psc=1&qid=1589322103&sr=1-3-22d05c05-1231-4126-b7c4-3e7a9c0027d0
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ACTIVITY 1 GETTING TO KNOW YOU

Goal  During this activity, the goal is for teens and seniors to get to know each  
 other and start to build individual relationships. If possible, pair up   
 seniors and students, assigning a senior to each student (or one senior  
 per pair of students). 

Letter Writing in Advance
 Gather letters from students to their seniors that introduce themselves. Include  
 a picture of teen/s. You can give teens a few topics to touch on in their letters:

● Introduction: Name, grade, school, family members, favorite subject, hobbies 
● Express interest in the other person’s life
● Ask to exchange contact information - do they use email or text?
● Express excitement over getting to know each other and potentially eventually 

meeting (after the pandemic)

 Actions 
● Educators will buy stationery, envelopes, and stamps, calculating for each 

planned activity. Educators will distribute these to students, along with the 
names and addresses of their buddies.
Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 1 hour 

● Students will write letters on stationery, and mail them directly to the seniors. 
Students will include a smaller envelope (self-addressed and stamped) with 
blank stationery for the senior’s return letter.
Approximate Student Time Commitment: 30 minutes

● Seniors will write letters on stationery and mail to students.
Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes

ACTIVITY OPTIONS

Non-electronic Activity: “Getting to Know You” Mad Lib
 Include a blank copy that the seniors can fill out.

 Actions
● Educators will email Mad Libs to students 
      with instructions
      Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 5 minutes  
● Students will print Mad Libs and fill out the ‘student section’.
      Students will mail their filled out ‘student section’ and the 
      blank ‘senior section’ along with their letters. 
      Approximate Student Time Commitment: 20 minutes
● Seniors will read the students’ Mad Libs and fill out the ‘senior section’ Mad 

Libs. Seniors will send it back to their student buddies along with their letters.
Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 20 minutes

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sQMa4hSOsaKcAaZGoyK7De7LRTunu-VVWCWnEdKeBR0/edit?usp=sharing
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Electronic Asynchronous
 Students can communicate to their buddies by recording      
 themselves on their E-card or other pre-recorded content. Videos without 
 E-cards can be sent to the seniors through email or text. For the first activity, 
 students should give their buddies a taste of who they are – give a tour of    
 their home, introduce them to family members, or show some artwork 
 hanging on their home walls. They can also share an anecdote about their favorite  
 childhood memory or vacation. 

 If the seniors in your program use email, a fun way to conduct the interview is to   
 email one question per day and have them reply to each email with their    
 answers. In this method, students should make sure to include some similar  
 information about themselves in each email. 

 Actions 
● Educators will collect all video content. If using e-cards, educators will upload 

each student’s video to an e-card and deliver e-cards to the residents in a safe 
manner. If sending videos digitally, electronically send videos to seniors.
Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 1 hour 

● Students will create their video content and send it to the educators.
Approximate Student Time Commitment: 30 minutes

● Seniors will watch the student videos and write about themselves in the 
 pre-addressed letter to mail back to their student-buddies

Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes

Synchronous Virtual Activity: Interview
 If the seniors in your program have the ability to meet their students live, through
 an electronic meeting, students can use this interview guide for this activity.

 Actions
● Educators will facilitate the arrangement of online video meetings between 

students and seniors 
Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 45 minutes

● Students will prepare the interview and meet virtually with their buddies.
 Approximate Student Time Commitment: 30 minutes
● Seniors will participate in the virtual meeting.
 Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ppoorthAcRM8rL1slTileFE7JuZA8SB-nZoe7YZJH6A/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ppoorthAcRM8rL1slTileFE7JuZA8SB-nZoe7YZJH6A/edit
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Buddy Box: The Getting To Know You Box!
● Put a Mad Libs version of an interview in your buddy box with instructions 

for them. Have students fill out the Student Mad Libs for the seniors to get to 
know them. 

● Since this is everyone’s introduction to the concept of the Buddy Box, a nice 
hand-written letter on stationery from each student would make a nice touch. 
The students can introduce themselves and the BetterTogetherTM initiative in 
their letters. If you are using e-cards, this can be done through a personalized 
video from each student. Students should include blank stationery and a self-
addressed and stamped envelope so that the senior buddies can write back 
and send their filled out Mad Libs to the students.

● Include the student pictures as described in the Getting Started with a Buddy 
Box section.

  Price: $17-22 per senior (for 12-20 seniors)

 Actions 
● Educators will email Mad Libs to students with instructions. Educators will 

order photo paper and picture frames and deliver them to students along with 
stationery, envelopes, and stamps. Educators will collect all video content 
and upload each student’s video to an e-card. Educators will collect printed 
pictures, Mad Libs, and hand-written letters from students. Educators will 
compile all Buddy Boxes for each senior and deliver them.

 Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 2 hours 
● Students will create their video content and send it to the educators. Students 

will print Mad Libs, fill out the ‘student section’, and make self-addressed and 
stamped envelopes for seniors to write back and mail. Students will print out 
and frame pictures of themselves. Students will get all of this material to the 
educator.

 Approximate Student Time Commitment: 1 hour
● Seniors will receive Buddy Boxes, watch the student videos, and read the 

students’ Mad Libs. Seniors will fill out the ‘senior section’ of the Mad Libs 
and write about themselves in the pre-addressed letter to mail back to their 
student-buddies.

 Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 45 minutes

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sQMa4hSOsaKcAaZGoyK7De7LRTunu-VVWCWnEdKeBR0/edit
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ACTIVITY 2 LET’S GET MOVING

Goal  During this activity, the goal is for teens and seniors to deepen their newly   
formed bonds by doing an activity that is both healthy and silly. Teens   
may have to go outside of their physical comfort zone if making a video   
or leading a live Chair Yoga session, which is also an important concept to 
discuss at your next student lesson.

 
Letter Writing in Advance
 Student letters will  discuss sports, fitness, and other exercise-related activities.   
 You can give teens a few prompts to get their letters started:

● Introduction: Remind them who you are and thank them for completing the first 
activity (Mad Libs)

● Offer information about yourself: What sports and sports teams do you like? 
 Do you have a favorite memory of watching a sporting event? Do you or 
 did you ever take classes in gymnastics, dance, self-defense, etc? 
 What do you like most/least about working out or running?
● Ask your buddy similar questions and find out what movement 
 exercises they do now.

 Actions 
● Educators will give students prompts for their letter writing.

Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 5 minutes
● Students will write letters on stationery, and mail them directly to the seniors. 

Students will include a smaller envelope (self-addressed and stamped) 
 with blank stationery for the senior’s return letter.

Approximate Student Time Commitment: 30 minutes
● Students will include a smaller envelope (self-addressed and stamped) 
 with blank stationery for the senior’s return letter.

Approximate Student Time Commitment: 30 minutes
● Seniors will write letters on stationery and mail to students.

Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes

ACTIVITY OPTIONS

Non-electronic Activity: “Let’s Get Moving” Mad Libs
 Include a blank copy that the seniors can fill out.

 Actions
      ● Educators will email Mad Libs to students with instructions

Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 5 minutes 
      ● Students will print Mad Libs and fill out the ‘student section’. 
 Students will mail their filled out ‘student section’ and the blank 
 ‘senior section’ along with their letters.

Approximate Student Time Commitment: 20 minutes
      ● Seniors will read the students’ Mad Libs and fill out the ‘senior section’ Mad Libs.   
 Seniors will send it back to their student buddies along with their letters.

Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 20 minutes

https://docs.google.com/document/d/11TT5ViPk3vabyeDd1L2EoPdfdPdN1AfmcFXR5tpk7a4/edit
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Electronic Asynchronous: Chair Yoga E-cards or Videos  
For this activity, students should video a tutorial of themselves attempting chair 
yoga. The video should be more than just a workout tutorial; it should include a 
smiling student who looks directly at the camera and engages their buddy in an 
asynchronous conversation. For more information on how to engage with a senior 
in a pre-recorded video see Additional Tips for Asynchronous Outreach.

These videos are not perfect by any means. It may be 
a smart activity to watch the video together with your 
students, pausing to analyze good techniques and 
pointing out what can be improved in their own videos.

 Actions
      ● Educators will collect all video content. If using e-cards, educators will upload   
            each student’s video to an e-card and deliver e-cards to the residents in a safe 
            manner. If sending videos digitally, electronically send videos to seniors.
            Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 1 hour
      ● Students will create their video content and send it to the educators.
 Approximate Student Time Commitment: 30 minutes
      ● Seniors will watch the student videos and write about themselves in the 
 pre-addressed letter to mail back to their student-buddies.

Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes

Synchronous Virtual Activity: Chair Yoga
Students should prepare several chair yoga exercises to teach their buddy during 
the meeting. The meeting should be more than just a workout walk-through; it 
should include a smiling student who looks directly at the camera and engages 
their buddy in conversation.  

 Actions
      ● Educators will facilitate the arrangement of online video meetings between 
 students and seniors.

Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 45 minutes
      ● Students will prepare the Chair Yoga exercises in advance 
 and meet virtually with their buddies.

Approximate Student Time Commitment: 1 hour
      ● Seniors will participate in the virtual meeting.

Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes

Here is a 

sample

VIDEO
that a student might 

make for their 

buddy.

 

VIDEO
.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bp-aSlyEZbc&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bp-aSlyEZbc&feature=youtu.be
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Buddy Box: The Let’s Get Moving Box!
      ● Include the Let’s Get Moving Mad Lib-style interview of a physical activity 
 interview in your Buddy Box with instructions for them. Have students fill out the 
            Student Mad Libs for the seniors to get to know their physical activity habits.
      ● Put Fuzzy Socks in the box to keep everyone’s feet warm and snug during 
            the workout.
      ● It’s so important to stay hydrated. 
 Include a work out bottle which students 
 can personalize for their buddies. 
      ● E-card: Chair Yoga

Price: $10 per senior (for 12-20 seniors)

 Actions 
      ● Educators will email Mad Libs to students with instructions. Educators will order   
 Fuzzy Socks and workout bottles. Educators will collect all video content and 
            upload each student’s video to an e-card. Educators will collect Mad Libs a
            hand-written letters from students. Educators will compile all Buddy Boxes for
            each senior and deliver them.

Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 2 hours 
      ● Students will create their video content and send it to the educators. 
 Students will print Mad Libs, fill out the ‘student section’, and 
 make self-addressed and stamped envelopes for seniors to 
 write back and mail. Students will get printed and written 
 materials to the educator.

Approximate Student Time Commitment: 1.5 hours
      ● Seniors will receive Buddy Boxes, watch the student videos 
 (attempting to do the Chair Yoga), and read the students’ 
 Mad Libs. Seniors will fill out the ‘senior section’ of the Mad 
 Libs and write about themselves in the pre-addressed
 letter to mail back to their student-buddies.

Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 45 minutes

https://docs.google.com/document/d/11TT5ViPk3vabyeDd1L2EoPdfdPdN1AfmcFXR5tpk7a4/edit
https://www.amazon.com/Fuzzy-Socks-Striped-Winter-Fluffy/dp/B06XW2Z88Z/ref=sr_1_12?dchild=1&keywords=fuzzy%2Bsocks%2Bmen%2Bbulk&qid=1589479520&sr=8-12&th=1
https://www.totallypromotional.com/26-oz-tritan-shine-bottle-with-flip-straw-lid-blank.html
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ACTIVITY 3 LET’S GET COOKING

Goal  This activity will have students and seniors exploring their culinary 
preferences and skills. If you could only choose one activity to run live, 
it would be this one – if you can get the ingredients to the seniors. There’s 
something about trying to follow a recipe that brings people together.

Letter Writing in Advance
 Student letters will discuss nutrition, food preferences, and cooking/baking   
 activities. You can give teens a few prompts to get their letters started:

● Introduction: Remind them who you are and thank them for completing the last 
activity.

● Offer information about yourself: What are your favorite foods? Least favorite 
foods? Do you like to bake, cook, or BBQ? What’s your favorite restaurant? Do 
you have a special home-cooked meal you always want?

● Ask your buddy similar questions.

 Actions 
● Educators will give students prompts for their letter writing.

Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 5 minutes
● Students will write letters on stationery, and mail them directly to the seniors. 

Students will include a smaller envelope (self-addressed and stamped) with blank 
stationery for the senior’s return letter.
Approximate Student Time Commitment: 30 minutes

● Seniors will write letters on stationery and mail to students.
Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes

ACTIVITY OPTIONS

Non-electronic Activity: “Let’s Get Cooking” Mad Lib
Include a blank copy that the seniors can fill out.

 Actions 
● Educators will email Mad Libs to students with 
 instructions

Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 5 minutes 
● Students will print Mad Libs and fill out the ‘student 
 section’. Students will mail their filled out ‘student 
 section’ and the blank ‘senior section’ along with 
 their letters.

Approximate Student Time Commitment: 20 minutes
● Seniors will read the students’ Mad Libs and fill out the 
 ‘senior section’ Mad Libs. Seniors will send it back to their 
 student buddies along with their letters.

Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 20 minutes

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CStbVi7BNtQgf6qsWdKDeYT6FMf13LvNn0RF-7DNAEs/edit?usp=sharing
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Electronic Asynchronous: Chair Yoga E-cards or Videos 
For this activity, students should video a tutorial of themselves cooking or baking 
something delicious to eat – a no-bake, easy recipe. The video should be more 
than just a cooking video; it should include a smiling student who looks directly at 
the camera and engages their buddy in an asynchronous conversation. 

    
      Here is the recipe for the no-bake chocolate peanut butter balls.

 Actions
● Educators will buy all ingredients and distribute them to students 
 with recipes. Educators will collect all video content. If using E-cards, 

educators will upload each student’s video to an e-card and deliver E-cards to 
the residents in a safe manner. If sending videos digitally, electronically send 
videos to seniors.
Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 1 hour 

● Students will create their video content and send it to the educators.
Approximate Student Time Commitment: 45 minutes

● Seniors will watch the student videos and write about themselves in the pre-
addressed letter to mail back to their student-buddies
Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes

Synchronous Virtual Activity: Cooking Demonstration
 Students should prepare a no-bake, easy recipe and all ingredients for a 

cooking demonstration for their buddy during the meeting. The meeting should 
be more than just a cooking demo; it should include a smiling student who 
looks directly at the camera and engages their buddy in conversation. 

Here is a sample

cooking

VIDEO
that a student might 

make for their 

buddy.
VIDEO

.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Jzr9eLt68GN2j-FqG8JhKmnhXFslMxyh1ZY5nX3LIYY/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ukqbwIdhanE&t=1s
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 Actions
● Educators will buy all ingredients and distribute them to students with recipes. 

Educators will facilitate the arrangement of online video meetings between 
students and seniors.
Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 1 hour

● Students will prepare all ingredients and materials in advance and meet 
virtually with their buddies to make the peanut butter chocolate balls.
Approximate Student Time Commitment: 45 minutes

● Seniors will participate in the virtual meeting.
Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes

Buddy Box: The Yummy Box!
vInclude the “Let’s Get Cooking” Mad Libs version of a food interview in your 

buddy box with instructions for them. Have students fill out the 
 Student Mad Libs for the seniors to get to know their favorite foods. 
● We’re making no-bake chocolate peanut butter balls!! 
 Here is your list of ingredients and needed utensils 
 to put in the box:
 ● 1 cup rolled oatmeal
 ● ⅓  cup (2.5 oz) honey
 ● ½ cup (4 oz) peanut butter
 ● 2 tablespoons cocoa
 ● ½ cup chocolate chips
 ● Mixing bowl
 ● Measuring spoons
 ● Spatula (or wooden mixing spoon)
 ● Cupcake liners
 ● Foil pan

      Important notes for this activity: 
● Before deciding on this activity, find out from your 
 senior center contact about any allergies or sensitivities.
● Most senior facilities will only allow food to be brought in if 
 sealed in its original container - for health reasons and, depending on the 

facility, for kosher purposes as well. The links above will help you find small, 
prepackaged ingredients. The chocolate chips are the only difficult item to find 
in small, affordable packages. You will have to ask your contact at the senior 
facility if it is okay to place the chocolate chips in small ziplocks for each senior 
(using gloves, of course. If this is impossible, you can supplant three of the 
ingredients - peanut butter, cocoa, and chocolate chips - with this magical 
product. The recipe will require 3 containers per senior. Don’t forget to adjust it 
on the recipe page that you print out for them! 

● If you have the ability to safely go to your local dollar store, you can pick up 
your mixing bowls, measuring spoons, spatulas, cupcake liners, and foil pans 
for cheaper.

● Put the recipe in the box for them to follow along if they need to.
● Cooking Demonstration E-Card
      Price: $17 per senior (for 12-20 seniors)

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CStbVi7BNtQgf6qsWdKDeYT6FMf13LvNn0RF-7DNAEs/edit
https://www.amazon.com/Amazon-Brand-Happy-Belly-Fashioned/dp/B07TV7ZHT2/ref=sr_1_2_0o_fs?almBrandId=QW1hem9uIEZyZXNo&dchild=1&fpw=alm&keywords=rolled+oatmeal+18+oz&qid=1589840688&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/Bonne-Maman-tarros-piezas-Kosher/dp/B00YYRR9FY/ref=sr_1_15?dchild=1&keywords=mini+honey+packets&qid=1589839728&sr=8-15
https://www.amazon.com/Jif-Creamy-Peanut-Butter-Total/dp/B0045TJOOK/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=peanut+butter+small+packets&qid=1590005111&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/365-Everyday-Value-Organic-Chocolate/dp/B074H6K4YC/ref=sr_1_30_0o_fs?almBrandId=QW1hem9uIEZyZXNo&crid=34ZJYZNALQDJ6&dchild=1&fpw=alm&keywords=kosher+hot+chocolate+packets&qid=1589841009&sprefix=kosher+hot+chocola%2Caps%2C164&sr=8-30
https://www.amazon.com/Kirkland-Signature-Semi-Sweet-Chocolate-Chips/dp/B00HCNCQ2S/ref=sr_1_4?dchild=1&keywords=chocolate+chips+bulk&qid=1589981070&sr=8-4
https://www.amazon.com/Youngever-Plastic-Serving-Popcorn-Assorted/dp/B07VCH3ZG1/ref=sr_1_31?dchild=1&keywords=plastic+mixing+bowls&qid=1589841641&sr=8-31
https://www.amazon.com/Chef-Craft-Measuring-Spoon-Green/dp/B00KGGURVA/ref=sr_1_3?dchild=1&keywords=measuring+spoons&qid=1589841771&refinements=p_85%3A2470955011&rnid=2470954011&rps=1&sr=8-3
https://www.amazon.com/ROUNDSQUARE-cucharas-pulgadas-mezclar-marionetas/dp/B0154KU618/ref=psdc_289771_t1_B07DD12JCC
https://www.amazon.com/Sumind-Pieces-Cupcake-Liners-Cupcakes/dp/B07JZ3SL2V/ref=sr_1_18_sspa?dchild=1&keywords=cupcake+liners+10+ct&qid=1589842014&sr=8-18-spons&psc=1&spLa=ZW5jcnlwdGVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUEyTFVTSlVHWFI2UDNNJmVuY3J5cHRlZElkPUEwODg0ODk3MTlYRVZQTkJJWklGMSZlbmNyeXB0ZWRBZElkPUEwMjY5ODc4NjNLTDdLQkFVUERYJndpZGdldE5hbWU9c3BfbXRmJmFjdGlvbj1jbGlja1JlZGlyZWN0JmRvTm90TG9nQ2xpY2s9dHJ1ZQ==
https://www.amazon.com/Fig-Leaf-Disposable-Aluminum-Nonstick/dp/B081VN247G/ref=sr_1_15?dchild=1&keywords=foil+pans+flat&qid=1589842125&sr=8-15
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B009LI1G3W/ref=cm_sw_r_cp_api_i_0HkXEbWNM2RVG
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B009LI1G3W/ref=cm_sw_r_cp_api_i_0HkXEbWNM2RVG
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Jzr9eLt68GN2j-FqG8JhKmnhXFslMxyh1ZY5nX3LIYY/edit
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 Actions 
● Educators will email Mad Libs to students with instructions. Educators will 

order all ingredients and distribute to students, keeping enough for the Buddy 
Boxes. Educators will collect all video content and upload each student’s video 
to an e-card. Educators will collect Mad Libs and hand-written letters from 
students. Educators will compile all Buddy Boxes for each senior and deliver 
them.

      Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 2 hours 

● Students will create their video content and send it to the educators. Students 
will print Mad Libs, fill out the ‘student section’, and make self-addressed and 
stamped envelopes for seniors to write back and mail. Students will get printed 
and written materials to the educator.

      Approximate Student Time Commitment: 1.5 hours
● Seniors will receive Buddy Boxes, watch the student videos (attempting to 

make their own peanut butter chocolate balls), and read the students’ Mad 
Libs. Seniors will fill out the ‘senior section’ of the Mad Libs and write about 
themselves in the pre-addressed letter to mail back to their student-buddies.
Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 1 hour
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ACTIVITY 4 LET’S PLAY!

Goal  Teens must understand a key consideration in dealing with the elderly 
population is providing entertainment. Teens must appreciate that many 
senior adults are living lives that look different from the ones they used to 
have. It may have been a life of family, profession, or community – all of 
which change with age. In this activity, teens and/or seniors will have fun 
together. They will discuss their favorite pastimes and play games with each 
other. This can deepen a budding friendship.

Letter Writing in Advance
 Student letters will describe what games they like to play. Maybe board games,   
 card games, video games, or sports. You can give teens a few prompts to   
 get their letters started:

● Introduction: Remind them who you are and thank them for completing the last 
activity.

● Offer information about yourself: What are your favorite games and how do you 
play? Who do you play with? Does your family like to play games together or do 
puzzles? Do you like playing with them or dread it?

● Ask your buddy similar questions about games they enjoy playing now and what 
they used to enjoy in their more youthful years.

 Actions 
● Educators will give students prompts for their letter writing.

Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 5 minutes
● Students will write letters on stationery, and mail them directly to the seniors. 

Students will include a smaller envelope (self-addressed and stamped) with blank 
stationery for the senior’s return letter.
Approximate Student Time Commitment: 30 minutes

● Seniors will write letters on stationery and mail to students.
Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes

ACTIVITY OPTIONS

Non-electronic Activity: Word Puzzles
 Have students create their own  
 word puzzles with information 
 from their buddy’s life. Make   
 and print them here. 
 Here’s an example on some   
 puzzle clues:
     ● Include a web address where  
 the senior might find easy-to-play  
 online games for seniors. 
 The AARP has a great website for   
 this: https://games.aarp.org/
     ● Play Splurt! 
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http://puzzlemaker.discoveryeducation.com
https://games.aarp.org/
https://www.parentschoice.org/product/splurt/
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 Actions
● Educators will email instructions and websites to students.

Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 5 minutes 
● Students will create and print a word puzzle about their buddies’ lives. Students 

will mail their fill the blank word game to their buddies along with their letters.
Approximate Student Time Commitment: 45 minutes

● Seniors will fill play the word games created by the students. 
 Seniors will write letters and send them to their buddies.

Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 45 minutes

Electronic Asynchronous: E-cards or Videos 
 For this activity, students should video a tutorial of themselves 
 teaching their buddies how to play a couple of new versions of solitaire. 
 Here are some great examples of a fun twist on an old game. 
 Students may want to print these instructions and send them to their 
 buddies together with a deck of cards and their hand-written letter. 

 Actions 
● Educators will send out instructions to the students. Educators will collect all video 

content. If using e-cards, educators will upload each student’s video to an e-card 
and deliver e-cards to the residents in a safe manner. If sending videos digitally, 
electronically send videos to seniors.
Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 20 minutes 

● Students will create their video content and send it to 
 the educators.

Approximate Student Time Commitment: 45 minutes
● Seniors will watch the student videos and write about 
 themselves in the pre-addressed letter to mail back to 
 their student-buddies.

Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes

Synchronous Virtual Activity: Online Games
 Students could do a lot of fun things with their buddy 
 during this meeting:

● Create a Kahoot! together about each other’s’ lives.
● Play an online game of the senior’s choice
● Have fun together at https://sketchful.io/
● If students set up accounts for themselves and their 
 buddies in advance, they can have fun playing Scrabble 
 online here. 

 Actions 
● Educators will facilitate the arrangement of online video meetings between 

students and seniors.
Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 45 minutes

● Students will prepare one of the above choices and play with their buddies during 
the virtual meetings.
Approximate Student Time Commitment: 45 minutes

● Seniors will participate in the virtual meeting.
 Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes

Here is a sample 

Game Demo

VIDEO
that a student might 

make for their 

buddy.

Game Demo

VIDEO
.
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https://kahoot.com
https://sketchful.io/
https://www.pogo.com/games/scrabble
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m-vPr6M0fOY&feature=youtu.be
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Buddy Box: The Fun Box! 
 Stuff this box with some fun to keep your buddy busy during those long 
 quarantine days.
● Large-print word puzzle books range from $3-12 apiece. 

● Have students create their own word puzzles with information from their 
 buddy’s life.
● Blank puzzles can be fun for passing the time, but also can make someone feel 

special. Have students color and decorate a puzzle and then break it up to be 
put back together by their buddies. Here’s an affordable one to use. You can also 
send blank puzzles to the buddies to decorate for their student buddies.

● No one has ever said ‘no’ to a new deck of cards. If your program is using 
e-cards, have students video themselves teaching a couple of new solitaire 
games for their buddies to learn.

● Game Demonstration E-Cards
Price: $6 per senior (for 12-20 seniors)

 Actions
● Educators will order puzzle books and cards for the Buddy Boxes. Educators will 

collect all video content and upload each student’s video to an e-card. Educators 
will collect the hand-written letters from students. Educators will compile all Buddy 
Boxes for each senior and deliver them.
Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 1 hour 

● Students will create their video content and send it to the educators. Students will 
get their hand-written letter to the educator.
Approximate Student Time Commitment: 1 hour

● Seniors will receive Buddy Boxes and watch the student videos (attempting 
 to learn a new version of solitaire). Seniors will write about themselves in the 
 pre-addressed letter to mail back to their student-buddies.

Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 45 minutes

https://www.amazon.com/s?k=Large-print+word+puzzle+book&i=stripbooks&ref=nb_sb_noss_2
https://www.amazon.com/Hygloss-Products-Jigsaw-Compoz-Puzzle/dp/B0187QGOJE/ref=sr_1_8?dchild=1&keywords=blank%2Bpuzzles&qid=1589421240&sr=8-8&th=1
https://www.amazon.com/Rhode-Island-Novelty-Playing-24-Decks/dp/B00GL64KEO/ref=sr_1_5?dchild=1&keywords=deck+of+cards+bulk&qid=1589424234&sr=8-5
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ACTIVITY 5 STAYING SAFE TOGETHER

Goal We acknowledge the situation the world is in. In this activity, teens and   
 seniors can learn from one anothers’ resilience and grit. 

Letter Writing in Advance
 Student letters will discuss nutrition, food preferences, and cooking/baking 

activities
 You can give teens a few prompts to get their letters started:
● Introduction: Remind them who you are and thank them for completing the last 

activity.
● Offer information about yourself: Your buddy is hopefully getting to know you a 

little better by now, and so it is time to dig a little deeper with what you share. 
We recommend a personal story or anecdote in this letter that can give your 
buddy more insight into who you are as a person. This activity’s theme is ‘Staying 
Safe’. You could tell of a trying time in your life when you needed to summon 
perseverance and grit. Perhaps there was a time you really wanted to do 
something or go somewhere, but you were denied by your parents because it was 
too dangerous. In this letter, be a storyteller.

● Ask your buddy if they have ever experienced something similar.

 Actions
● Educators will give students prompts for their letter writing.

Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 5 minutes
● Students will write letters on stationery, and mail them directly to the seniors. 

Students will include a smaller envelope (self-addressed and stamped) with blank 
stationery for the senior’s return letter.
Approximate Student Time Commitment: 30 minutes

● Seniors will write letters on stationery and mail to students.
Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes

ACTIVITY OPTIONS

Non-electronic Activity 
In this activity, explore how COVID-19 has affected 
you and your family. Older adults face increasing 
loneliness due to the necessary steps being taken 
to slow the spread of the virus. Lockdowns, curfews 
and social isolation are being imposed in communities 
across the country, and from the point of view of reducing 
the rate of infection this is good, but, as we know, loneliness 
is a major barrier to good health for everyone and it presents 
some unique and severe implications for older adults. A major part of overcoming 
isolation and loneliness is feeling the empathy of others. 

Students should write a creative and healing piece of literature for their buddies 
and send it to them to read. It may be a poem, song, narrative, prayer, dvar Torah, 
or some other encouraging writing that will express care and concern from a friend.
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For a more poignant presentation, have students print their work in an artistic 
fashion before sending. There are many good examples to show students here.

 Actions
● Educators will email instructions to students.
 Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 10 minutes 
● Students will create the content for this activity or find something appropriate they 

have already created in the past. Students will mail their creative content to their 
buddies along with their letters and an explanation.

 Approximate Student Time Commitment: 1.5 hours
● Seniors will read/view the content created by the students. 
 Seniors will write letters and send them to their buddies.
 Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes

Electronic Asynchronous: E-cards and Videos 
For this activity, students can record videos of themselves 
reading an uplifting poem, a meaningful Jewish text, or an 
original piece of creative writing. If your students have been 
in the BetterTogetherTM program, they may read their 
Better2WriteTM essays for their buddies.

 Actions
● Educators will send out instructions to the students. Educators will collect all video 

content. If using e-cards, educators will upload each student’s video to an e-card 
and deliver e-cards to the residents in a safe manner. If sending videos digitally, 
electronically send videos to seniors.

 Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 30 minutes 
● Students will create their video content and send it to the educators.
 Approximate Student Time Commitment: 1.5 hours
● Seniors will watch the student videos and write about themselves in the 
 pre-addressed letter to mail back to their student-buddies
 Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes

Synchronous Virtual Activity: Words of Encouragement 
 Students should give words of encouragement during this difficult time. Reading 

an uplifting poem, a meaningful Jewish text, or an original piece of creative writing 
could go a long way. They can also ask the seniors to share texts or practices that 
have supported them in challenging times. 

 Here are some resources for Jewish healing texts.

 Actions 
● Educators will facilitate the arrangement of online video meetings 
 between students and seniors.
 Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 45 minutes
● Students will prepare one of the above choices and 
 learn with/recite for their buddies during the virtual meetings.
 Approximate Student Time Commitment: 1 hour
● Seniors will participate in the virtual meeting.
 Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes

Here is a sample 

Encouragement

VIDEO
that a student might 

make for th
eir 

buddy.

t

VIDEO

https://caolark.tumblr.com/post/171766649479/healing-prayer-words-by-girlwithtomatoes
https://www.jcfs.org/sites/default/files/inline-files/50859850_2019_jewish_prayers_brochure_new_5_fin.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DGrr6pVHxVY&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DGrr6pVHxVY&feature=youtu.be
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Buddy Box: The Stay Safe Box!
     Pack this box full of helpful things to keep your buddy safe and healthy during
      the pandemic. 
● Mask Making: 
 ● One Cotton bandana in fun colors 
 ● Two Rubber bands
● Health items, depending on your budget:
 a. Moisturizer
 b. Kleenex To Go
 c. Hydration Tumblers
 d. Sanitizing Wipes 
 e. Lip Balm
● Encouragement e-cards
 
      Price: Mask Activity - $1.50 per senior; With all health items: $22 per    
      senior (for 12-20 seniors) 

       Actions 
● Educators will order all materials and health items (according to their budget) 

for the Buddy Boxes. Educators will distribute mask-making materials to 
students, leaving enough for the Buddy Boxes. Educators will collect all video 
content and upload each student’s video to an e-card. Educators will collect 
the hand-written letters from students. Educators will compile all Buddy Boxes 
for each senior and deliver them.
Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 1.5 hour 

● Students will create their video content and send it to the educators. Students 
will get their hand-written letter to the educator.
Approximate Student Time Commitment: 1 hour

● Seniors will receive Buddy Boxes and watch the student videos (attempting to 
make a face mask). Seniors will write about themselves in the pre-addressed 
letter to mail back to their student-buddies.
Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 45 minutes

https://www.realsimple.com/health/preventative-health/how-to-make-bandana-face-mask
https://www.amazon.com/Bandanas-Novelty-Paisley-Headband-Handkerchiefs/dp/B01D3B7FUK/ref=sr_1_11?dchild=1&keywords=bandana+package&qid=1590291848&sr=8-11&x=0&y=0
https://www.amazon.com/Wrap-superel%C3%A1sticas-almacenamiento-organizadores-alternativa/dp/B07RXCTLJN/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=silicone+rubber+bands&qid=1590009467&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/Jergens-Ultra-Healing-Extra-Moisturizer/dp/B00SF8YKI2/ref=sr_1_12?crid=XHLJP3PBN0AX&dchild=1&keywords=bulk+mini+hand+sanitizer&qid=1589424396&sprefix=bulk+mini+%2Caps%2C165&sr=8-12
https://www.amazon.com/Travel-Tissues-Go-Packs-Count/dp/B07QDKQ584/ref=sr_1_4?dchild=1&keywords=travel+tissues&qid=1589425148&sr=8-4
https://www.amazon.com/Classic-Insulated-Tumblers-Double-Acrylic/dp/B01G2ICAG0/ref=sr_1_16?dchild=1&keywords=plastic+washable+tumbler+with+straw&qid=1589425295&sr=8-16
https://www.amazon.com/Personal-Care%C2%AE-Antibacterial-Wipes-Count/dp/B085ZBHVXL/ref=sr_1_8?crid=1FEL7BX6G4333&dchild=1&keywords=sanitizer+wipes&qid=1590009920&refinements=p_85%3A2470955011&rnid=2470954011&rps=1&sprefix=sanitizer%2Caps%2C188&sr=8-8
https://www.amazon.com/Chap-Ice-Medicated-Stick-24-Count/dp/B000R3CLPC/ref=sr_1_2_sspa?dchild=1&keywords=bulk+lip+balm&qid=1589425593&sr=8-2-spons&psc=1&spLa=ZW5jcnlwdGVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUEyQ1RBM1lCNkk3UVpBJmVuY3J5cHRlZElkPUExMDE0NTk1MUVEM0hYSDM0WjNXWCZlbmNyeXB0ZWRBZElkPUEwMTU2Mjg2Mk9SRkNXNVU3TjNFVSZ3aWRnZXROYW1lPXNwX2F0ZiZhY3Rpb249Y2xpY2tSZWRpcmVjdCZkb05vdExvZ0NsaWNrPXRydWU=
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ACTIVITY 6 LET’S GET CREATIVE!

Goal  Sometimes we need a distraction from the realities of life. During this   
 activity, the goal is for teens and seniors to simply have a good time while 
 allowing their creative sides to shine through.

Letter Writing in Advance 
 Student letters will touch on their creative sides. Here are some prompts for 
 the students:

  ● Introduction: Remind them who you are and thank them for completing the 
 last activity.
  ● Offer information about yourself: When do you feel most creative? When engaged  

with art? Music? Poetry? Writing? Technology? Prayer? Who in your life is a   
creative influence for you and what makes them so?

  ● Ask your buddy if they enjoy the arts or the theater. Perhaps they play (or played)   
an instrument or have written poetry. Ask questions in your letter to find out more   
about your buddy’s creative side.

 If this activity concludes your relationship with the seniors, be sure that each   
 students’ communication includes a heartfelt “goodbye’ to their new friend.”   
 If there is a plan to continue these relationships after the program ends,    
 let the seniors know that too so they can look forward to it.

 Actions
● Educators will give students prompts for their letter writing.

Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 5 minutes
● Students will write letters on stationery, and mail them directly to the seniors. 

Students will include a smaller envelope (self-addressed and stamped) with blank 
stationery for the senior’s return letter.
Approximate Student Time Commitment: 30 minutes

● Seniors will write letters on stationery and mail 
 to students.

Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes

ACTIVITY OPTIONS

Non-electronic Activity: Mad Libs
For creativity’s sake, we’re going to write a 
good, old-fashioned Mad Libs – without any agenda. 
Include a blank copy that the seniors can fill out.

 Actions 
● Educators will email Mad Libs to students with instructions.

Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 5 minutes 
● Students will print Mad Libs and fill out the ‘student section’. 
 Students will mail their filled out ‘student section’ and the blank ‘senior section’ 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sJbbpyY-taDSkJToFK0lXwATDjpy23pB3IbZNhkLBIQ/edit?usp=sharing
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Electronic Asynchronous: Origami 
Students should video a tutorial of themselves creating origami. 
Origami is a relaxing, creative activity that can be done with just a 
simple square sheet of paper. 

 Actions 
● Educators will buy origami paper and deliver it to students. 
 Educators will send out instructions to the students. Educators will 
 collect all video content. If using e-cards, educators will upload each 
 student’s video to an e-card and deliver e-cards to the residents in a safe 
 manner. If sending videos digitally, electronically send videos to seniors.

Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 45 minutes 
● Students will create their video content and send it to the educators.

Approximate Student Time Commitment: 1.5 hours
● Seniors will watch the student videos and write about themselves in the pre-

addressed letter to mail back to their student-buddies.
Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes

Synchronous Virtual Activity: Fortune Tellers 
Students may want to continue the Mad Libs theme of this activity with a Mad Libs 
Fortune Teller. Students should have the page printed (in color, if possible) before 
the meeting. Together with their buddy, they can fill out the blank words and then 
play the fortune teller game (instructions to make and play are directly on the 
printable sheet.

 Actions 
● Educators will facilitate the 
 arrangement of online video meetings 
 between students and seniors.

Approximate Educator 
Time Commitment: 
45 minutes

● Students will print the 
 Fortune Teller 
 in advance, and then fill it 
 out and play with their buddies 
 during the virtual meetings.

Approximate Student 
Time Commitment: 
45 minutes

● Seniors will participate in the 
 virtual meeting.

Approximate Senior 
Time Commitment: 
30 minutes

Here is a sample 
origamiVIDEOthat a student might 

make for their buddy.

VIDEO

http://www.madlibs.com/content/uploads/2016/04/KIDS-fortune-teller_1_.pdf
http://www.madlibs.com/content/uploads/2016/04/KIDS-fortune-teller_1_.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BFshOQI0vc8
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Buddy Box: The Let’s Get Creative Box! 
 This box contains several arts and crafts activities that are meant to help our   
 intergenerational buddies get creative together from a distance. You can    
 choose one, two, or all three activities to put in this box, depending on your 
 remaining budget. These activities may even be done as three separate boxes,   
 depending on your budget.

 Beading Friendship Bracelets  
 In this fun activity, students will have to be given beads, beading bracelets, and  

charms in advance, so they can make beaded friendship bracelets for their   
buddies. They will put their bracelet creations in the buddy box, along with all the   
same items needed for the senior to make one for the student. Along with   
a tutorial video on an e-card, this will be a beautiful way for the pair to    
remember each other.

● Beads – whichever beads you get, look for “wide-hole” beads, which are much 
easier for seniors to use. Each pair of buddies will probably need 50 beads, so 
make sure to order enough.

● Charms – optional
● Elastic bracelet string – this will have to be cut to bracelet size before sending. 

Sample beading video E-card
Price: $8 per senior (for 12-20 seniors)

 Pet Rocks/Pebble Pal 
 Painting a Pet Rock or Pebble Pal is a fun way to get creative. And all you need   
 is a good-sized stone and some paint! In this activity, students will paint a rock for  
 their buddies and then provide the seniors with the materials and a tutorial   
 to make one as well.

● River stone (You may go looking outside and find them too)
● Paint brush
● Acrylic Paint Pots (Separate 8 pots out per pair. 
 Students and seniors can use the same pack)
● Paper plate
● Water cup

Sample rock painting video e-card 
Price: $8 per senior (for 12-20 seniors)

 Origami (will work best with E-cards)
 This activity does require fine motor skills, so it is best suited for more agile 

seniors. Because of the multi-step difficulty of this activity, it will work best in 
conjunction with a tutorial on the e-cards.

● Origami paper
Sample origami video E-card – how to make an origami frog. 
Students can find other origami ideas here.If possible, 
include a step-by-step picture guide along with the e-card, 
so that the senior can reference that for assistance. 
Price: $1 per senior (for 12-20 seniors)

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07RPF57RL/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o00_s01?ie=UTF8&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07RR2P5R5/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o00_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07D4J1MQ4/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o00_s01?ie=UTF8&psc=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8laf53c7Tbc&feature=youtu.be
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07XLJ1376/ref=sspa_dk_detail_0?psc=1&pd_rd_i=B07XLJ1376&pd_rd_w=96UXD&pf_rd_p=48d372c1-f7e1-4b8b-9d02-4bd86f5158c5&pd_rd_wg=njGju&pf_rd_r=XYXZFVQ2RCD51D79TF72&pd_rd_r=13193d8e-5c19-46da-bfe8-205ad65c9610&spLa=ZW5jcnlwdGVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUEzNDE5MU82UEFWWFNPJmVuY3J5cHRlZElkPUEwNTMxNDM0R1dCUkhQSUwzWk5WJmVuY3J5cHRlZEFkSWQ9QTA1NzczMjEyNk1BMUo5MjI1WjlHJndpZGdldE5hbWU9c3BfZGV0YWlsJmFjdGlvbj1jbGlja1JlZGlyZWN0JmRvTm90TG9nQ2xpY2s9dHJ1ZQ==
https://www.amazon.com/Brushes-Acrylic-Watercolor-Painting-Children/dp/B07TPSKZX4/ref=sr_1_35?dchild=1&keywords=paint+set+craft&qid=1590038056&sr=8-35
https://www.amazon.com/DecoArt-30049384-Acrylic-Paint-Assorted/dp/B07BC8CWBH/ref=sr_1_12?dchild=1&keywords=paint+pots&qid=1590039068&s=arts-crafts&sr=1-12
https://www.amazon.com/Earths-Natural-Alternative-Bagasse-Sugarcane/dp/B00IWONXZA/ref=sr_1_28?dchild=1&keywords=paper+plates&qid=1590039347&sr=8-28
https://www.amazon.com/Solo-Clear-Plastic-Cups-40/dp/B0014D2CY4/ref=sr_1_11_0o_fs?almBrandId=QW1hem9uIEZyZXNo&dchild=1&fpw=alm&keywords=plastic+cups&qid=1590039582&refinements=p_85%3A2470955011&rnid=2470954011&rps=1&sr=8-11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hwbNiZtY3E0&feature=youtu.be
https://www.amazon.com/Origami-Paper-Oragami-Squares-Available/dp/B07QGL8RRZ/ref=sr_1_8?dchild=1&keywords=origami+paper+small+packets&qid=1589496336&sr=8-8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BFshOQI0vc8
https://www.paperkawaii.com/origami-photo-tutorials/
https://www.paperkawaii.com/origami-photo-tutorials/
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 Simple Craft Box
 You can get them started with a craft box filled with markers, color pencils,   
 scissors, a glue stick, and even stickers. Have students decorate the boxes with   
 their buddy’s names before sending. Make sure students slip a note in the craft   
 boxes explaining its purpose. Now your buddy will have a way to keep busy even  
 beyond the BetterTogetherTM program.

Price: $12 per senior (for 12-20 seniors)
Price for All Activities in the Box: $29 per senior (for 12-20 seniors)

 Actions 
● Educators will order all materials for any of the above activities they want to 

include (according to their budget). Educators will distribute materials to students, 
leaving enough for the Buddy Boxes. Educators will collect all video content and 
upload each student’s video to an e-card. Educators will collect the hand-written 
letters from students. Educators will compile all Buddy Boxes for each senior and 
deliver them.
Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 1.5 hour 

● Students will create their video content and send it to the educators. Students will 
get their hand-written letter to the educator.
Approximate Student Time Commitment: 1-2 hours

● Seniors will receive Buddy Boxes and watch the student videos (attempting to 
do the activities themselves). Seniors will write about themselves in the pre-
addressed letter to mail back to their student-buddies.
Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 1-2 hours

PART 4  MORE IDEAS!

https://www.amazon.com/IRIS-Medium-Modular-Supply-Case/dp/B00FZVPX10/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=pencil%2Bboxes&qid=1589423598&sr=8-2&th=1
https://www.amazon.com/Madisi-Washable-Markers-Assorted-Classroom/dp/B07P7V7F22/ref=sr_1_6?dchild=1&keywords=bulk+markers&qid=1589423817&sr=8-6
https://www.amazon.com/Crayola-Colored-Pencil-Classpack-Assorted/dp/B00006IBOU/ref=sr_1_9?dchild=1&keywords=colored+pencils+bulk&qid=1589426363&sr=8-9
https://www.amazon.com/Scissors-VERONES-Comfort-Grip-Handles-Stainless/dp/B07C95XD9H/ref=sr_1_6?crid=3U0MNZSI9OOCR&dchild=1&keywords=bulk+scissors&qid=1589423851&sprefix=bulk+sci%2Caps%2C167&sr=8-6
https://www.amazon.com/Elmers-Disappearing-Purple-Washable-0-24-ounce/dp/B000VXO4L2/ref=sr_1_8?dchild=1&keywords=bulk+glue+sticks&qid=1589423893&sr=8-8
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=bulk+assorted+stickers+for+scrapbooking&ref=nb_sb_noss
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PART 4 

MORE IDEAS!
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MORE IDEAS!

BULLETED TO-DO CHECK-LIST FOR FACILITATORS

 Before Launching
      ● Will you seek external funding? If so, apply for a BetterTogetherTM grant.
      ● Establish a partnership with a senior agency, group, or program. Even if you have an 
 existing relationship, make sure you and your partner are on the same page in terms of  
 programming.
      ● Establish a calendar for the program, including teen-only sessions and intergenerational  
 activities.
      ● Explore technology options and decide what platform(s) you will use.
      ● Recruit your teens!
      ● If you will need materials for the intergenerational activities, order them in advance!
      ● Make a copy of the slide show to personalize for your experience!

 Before each teen session 
      ● Send your personalized calendar to the teens and seniors. 
      ● Send reminders 2-3 days before each session, with links and log-in instructions.
      ● Test your technology with a few teens, to work out (some of) the kinks. Consider having  
 1-2 of those teens be tech-support for the others.

 Before each intergenerational session 
 This will vary depending on what you are doing, but in general…
      ● Test your technology with your senior contact, to work out (some of) the kinks. Use your  
 tech-savy teens if possible!
      ● When the teens will be writing letters, send the prompts in advance.
      ● If you are providing physical materials (including e-cards), be sure to get them to the  
 seniors at least a few days in advance (more if the materials need to be quarantined  
 before distribution).

 During the sessions 
      ● Take pictures!! (Screenshots work well, or you can even take a picture of your screen)
      ● Make sure everyone knows the date/time of the next session.
      ● If you have preparation that the teens need to do (videos, E-cards, letters) – be sure 
 they understand what to do and when you need it, and that they have any materials 
 they will need.

 After each teen session 
      ● Send a quick thank you email, inviting feedback and reminding them of next steps.
      ● Touch base with a few teens to see how they felt the session went.
      ● Encourage teens to consider applying for the BT writing contest. 
 The reflection activities can be a great launching point!

 After each intergenerational session
      ● Send a quick thank you email to your liaison/partner, inviting feedback. 
      ● Send a thank you email to the teens as well - encourage teens to consider applying for 
 the BT writing contest. 
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      ● If you are using Buddy Boxes or E-cards, arrange a time to pick them up from 
 the seniors.
      ● Encourage teens to reach out to their seniors between sessions, to thank them for 
 participating  and wish them a Shabbat Shalom.

 At the end of the program 
      ● Publicize your great program! 
 Reach out to local Jewish or secular press to highlight this unique way you engaged  
 teens and seniors during the pandemic. Send pictures!
      ● Encourage teens to consider applying for the BT writing contest. 
      ● If you received grant funding (from BT or elsewhere), be sure to submit reports in a  
 timely fashion.
      ● Send one more round of thank you notes – physical ones if you can! – to your teens and  
 to your senior agency partner.
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COVID-19 INTERGENERATIONAL ACTIVITY IDEAS

      1. Video-Making
 Students, staff and family can make and send around videos to one another   
 (i.e., video diaries).
 
      2. Zoom Games
 Make up crossword puzzles, word-finds, word-jumbles, riddles, jeopardy, and   
 trivia. Example: Every team is given a list of words and whichever team uses the   
 words to create the most creative and sound story wins.

 
      

      3. Zoom Videos
 Watch YouTube or other movies via Zoom by sharing one screen and playing a video. 
            a. Zoom Education
  Watch a specific tutorial on a subject and learn how to do it as a class (e.g. a  
  Photoshop tutorial followed by experimenting on Photoshop)
            b. Zoom Cooking
  Students and faculty can get on a call and create a very simple recipe together
            c. Zoom Talent Show + Prom
  Students and staff get dressed up for a “prom:” they must “perform” via Zoom  
  and show off a specific talent (sing, dance, etc.)
            d. Zoom Clubs
  Take the time to create specialized Zoom calls for individual topics of interest
            e. Zoom Show and Tell
  Show off items that have historical or important significance to you. 
            f. Zoom Reading
  Everyone downloads a book on a Kindle app (or each person can be shipped a  
  hard-copy of the book) and take turns reading certain chapters, or parts   
  of chapters, out-loud to one another. 
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      4. Care Packages
 Students can send varied packages of small  
 items to their senior buddies and to one another 
–  either as a one-time project or on an ongoing  
 basis.

      5. Pen Pal E-Letters or snail-mail letters
 Send long, heartfelt, and supportive emails or 
 regular “old school” letters to one another. Can  
 write thoughtful emails or send cards for birthdays,   
 holidays, etc. 

      6. Painting
 Students can order canvases and various art supplies to their homes. Paint   
 pictures relating to holiday, theme, season and share pictures with one another. 
            a. Can also make and paint masks and/or noise-makers for Purim. 
            b. Mugs, dreidels, candlesticks, or a variety of other objects 
       
       7. Collaging
 Collect family photos, memorabilia, etc. from home and create a creative 
 collage. Take the time to learn and share about our family histories. 

      8. Online Board Games
 Scrabble, Connect Four, checkers, Poker, Go Fish, Bingo, Family Feud, Trivia, 
 Are You Smarter Than a 5th Grader?

      9. Send Flowers
 Send bunches of flowers to residents with handwritten notes from the teens.

    10. Thank-you and Shabbat Shalom Parade
 Have students and their parents organize a drive-by parade at the senior facility 
 – honking horns and showing off beautiful signs wishing the residents and their 
 caretakers a Shabbat shalom.
. 
    11. Fundraising
 This is an activity some schools do as part of their regular programming and it   
 can be done virtually, too: investigate varying charities + organizations as a com  
 munity and collectively donate funds to the organization that is chosen. Vote 
 on organization.

    12. Catered Meals to Seniors
 Send meals to seniors – bonus is to send a Friday night Shabbat meal to both teens  
 and seniors, and have a pre-Shabbat Zoom party to sing songs and usher in Shabbat.
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From https://www.aleinucampaign.org/organization-resources/

https://www.aleinucampaign.org/organization-resources/ 
https://www.aleinucampaign.org/organization-resources/ 
https://www.aleinucampaign.org/organization-resources/ 
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	BetterTogetherTM ...in a Box! 
	BetterTogetherTM in a box is a special short-term program for the summer of 2020. This spring and summer have brought on new challenges for both teens and seniors. Isolation, program cancellations, and a lack of connection are significant problems through
	Since 2014, the BetterTogetherTM program has been a nationally recognized leadership program for teens, run through Jewish day schools, religious schools, and youth groups across the country. By partnering with a local senior center or synagogue program, 
	BetterTogetherTM in a box includes all the materials and guidance needed to launch a remote, virtual summer program in days, including instructions for launching the program, detailed learning sessions for teens, and activity guides for intergenerational 
	There is no cost to participate in BetterTogetherTM in a box and take full advantage of the curricular materials. In order to run the program,you might want to apply for the limited funding grants for BetterTogetherTM in a box
	that are available. (See grant information) All funded organizations will receive BetterTogether’sTM new electronic greeting cards to utilize with their senior partners and will be eligible to participate in the summer writing contest.
	We hope you have a fun and meaningful summer!
	For any questions, please contact:
	Bess Adler
	Program Director, BetterTogetherTM
	bettertogether@lfhl.net 
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	PART 1
	GETTING STARTED
	& HOW-TO 
	GETTING STARTED
	REACHING OUT AND PARTNERING WITH A 
	SENIOR CENTER
	Building a relationship with an organized group of seniors should 
	be your first step in launching a BetterTogetherTM program. 
	Given the current restrictions on groups, visiting, and group 
	programming, the partnership between you and the seniors may 
	take on a unique form from that of a traditional BetterTogether.TM
		WHO?
		BetterTogetherTM programs are based on forming a relationship with a group 			of seniors. These may be residents at a senior facility, members of a synagogue 			senior group, or a program run by a Jewish community organization  in your 			community. Loca
	Once you have found a potential partner, check out their website and determine the best person to contact. It is usually the person with a title like Activities Director, Director of Community Life, or Director of Volunteer Services. 
	To find this person, you will have to check the website’s ‘Staff’ or ‘Our Team’ section if they have one. If you’re lucky, there will be information on the ‘Contact Us’ page with different staff members to contact. Sometimes, you will just need to send an
	When reaching out, it is important to stress that you understand that right now is not “business as usual” and that you are hoping that what you can offer will help meet the social and emotional needs of the seniors for interaction and engagement while al
		WHAT?
	It will be important to present a range of options to your senior center or synagogue partner and determine what will work best for them. Some options you might offer are:
	•  Group programming (if they are gathering the seniors together) via video or  zoom
	•  One on One interactions - remotely by things such as zoom, facetime, phone, or mail
	•  Teen-led resources / programming that can be facilitated on-site (i.e. a video made by teens)
	Please see Activity Session Planning for more partnership ideas. 
	You will also need to establish what both groups are comfortable with, in terms of materials being transferred between locations. Be sensitive to the concerns of your partner and follow their lead. 
	Please note - 
	the appendix includes a 
	running check-list 
	that may be of particular assistance to those 
	starting a program for 
	the first time. 
	Keep in mind that the staff at senior facilities are overwhelmed during the pandemic, and may be reluctant to take on a new project like this. It is important to highlight that this will be a high result and low-effort program on the part of the senior fa
		HOW?
	            Here is a sample letter you may draw from:
	Dear ______,
	My name is _________ and I will be running a fully-funded program this summer for Jewish teens that will connect them with senior citizens in our community, from a distance. I’m sure this pandemic has changed life so drastically for your residents and we 
	This national program, called BetterTogether,TMhas been running in Jewish schools, synagogues, and youth groups across the country for almost six years. We are looking forward to connecting our teens with your seniors!
	I would love the chance to chat with you and see if we could make this partnership work. Please let me know when we can schedule a phone call.
	Thank you for your time,
	[Make sure to include your email, cell phone number, and job title]
		SAMPLE SCHEDULE / TIMELINE
	How often will you be able to gather your teens together? The ideal framework will likely have weekly sessions for the teens over 10-11 weeks for approximately 45 minutes to an hour each week and then engagement with the seniors every two to three weeks. 
	When planning the sessions, allow extra time for ordering, receiving and delivering any physical materials you will need (physical letters, materials for the buddy boxes, or other program supplies for the teens or seniors).
	 
	SAMPLE SUMMER 2020 SCHEDULE
	Week 1
	●	Arrange details and communicate plan with 
	      senior facility
	●	Promote your program to potential students and 
	      have them apply
	Week 2
	●	Introductory meeting: Teen Learning Session 1: 
	      Jewish Leadership and Responsibility
	Week 3
	●	Teen Learning Session 2: Empathy & Positive 
	      Interactions
	Week 4
	●	Teen Learning Session 3: Jewish Wisdom
	Week 5
	●	Prepare/Host Activity 1: Getting to Know You 
	      (If using Buddy Boxes/e-cards, drop off a day or 
	      two in advance)
	●	Encourage students to call their buddies to wish 
	      them Shabbat Shalom and see how the 
	      activity went
	Week 6
	●	Teen Learning Session 4: Jewish Health & 
	      Wellness
	●	(If using Buddy Boxes/e-cards, pick them up from 
	      the senior center)
	Week 7
	●	Prepare/Host Activity 2: Let’s Get Moving or 
	      Activity 5: Staying Safe Together (If using Buddy 
	      Boxes/e-cards, drop off a day or two in advance)
	●	Encourage students to call their buddies to wish 
	      them Shabbat Shalom and see how the activity 
	      went
	Week 8
	●	Teen Learning Session 5: Jewish Food and 
	      Culture (If using Buddy Boxes/e-cards, pick them 
	      up from the senior center)
	Week 9
	●	Check in with individual students to determine 
	      how relationships with buddies are developing. 
	      Discuss successes and struggles.
	●	Prepare/Host Activity 3: Let’s Get Cooking 
	      (If using Buddy Boxes/e-cards, drop off a day or 
	      two in advance)
	●	Encourage students to call their buddies to wish 
	      them Shabbat Shalom and see how the activity 
	      went
	Week 10
	●	(If using Buddy Boxes/e-cards, pick them up from 
	      the senior center)
	●	Prepare/Host final activity - Activity 4: Let’s Play! 
	      or Activity 6: Let’s Get Creative! (If using Buddy 
	      Boxes/e-cards, drop off a day or two in advance)
	Week 11 (or later)
	●	Teen Reflection / Closure activity (can be 
	      scheduled beyond the summer) 
	FUNDING & BUDGETS
	You can apply for funding to support your programming. The general funding from Better TogetherTM is $1500 ($1,000 for staffing, $500 for materials). Organizations that receive funding will also receive new Better TogetherTM e-cards (one per senior partne
	It is possible to run a Better TogetherTM program without any outside funding, particularly if your staff time is already underwritten. For each of the activities below, you will see options that do not require purchasing materials. 
	GENERAL BETTER TOGETHERTM GRANT PARAMETERS: 
	While more detail will be in the official application, here are the minimum requirements:
	Minimum # of students – 10
	Minimum # of seniors – 1 for every 2 students
	Minimum # of intergenerational interactions/activities – 4
	Minimum # of preparatory lessons with students – 4
	You will need to submit a final report by September 15, 2020, that will include: Documentation (pictures, write up, etc.) of program along with “meeting” dates of #1-4 above; Impact Statement; Staffing structure report; Expense report.
	SAMPLE BUDGET (FOR FUNDED PROGRAMS)
	 
	       EXPENSES (for a program with 15 seniors)
	•  Staffing (up to 10-20 hours, depending on 		     your program choices)
	•  Materials, e.g. the below (see appendix for
	      more ideas)
			•  Flowers 
			•  Catered meals 
			•  Stationery and stamps for 				      physical letters
			•  Craft supplies to provide to the 			      teens
			•  Materials for Buddy Boxes 			                 (please see individual box 				      explanations for example products)
	             
	$1,000
	$500
	IN PRACTICE…
	BEST PRACTICES FOR ONLINE PROGRAMMING
	Make no mistake of it - online summer programming is a tricky balance to achieve! You want the teens to take the program seriously, yet have fun as it is a summer program. You want them to conduct themselves appropriately, yet bring their authentic selves
	•	Pick your Technology & Practice it! 
	Mistakes will happen and you’ll have to find solutions to many unanticipated tech challenges during your programs. However, you can set yourself up for the most success by spending as much time as possible learning the program you’ll be using in advance (
	When in doubt, remember that your teen participants are digital natives. Use their proficiency to your advantage by empowering them to help when needed. Consider recruiting a participant to be your tech support and Zoom co-facilitator.
	Along with this - be sure you have your settings set to protect the teens’ safety and emotional well-being. Chat settings should be set to only broadcast to the group or the leaders (not to each other) and either a waiting room and/or a password should be
	•	Mix it up!
	Change group sizes, discussion formats, activities, etc. Spend some time all together each session and some time in smaller discussions (utilizing the breakout room function if you have it). Have folks comment out loud and via the chat. If you are using t
	•	Don’t change too much!
	To balance mixing things up, have some core anchors that help provide security and familiarity to the teens. Have a consistent opening routine (start with a round-robin of jokes, or share some music as they come online, share a pet each session, etc.) and
	•	Hand over the reins
	Just like you would in an in-person session, have teens facilitate discussions and activities. If possible, have one or two teens prepare the session with you (remotely, of course) so they know what is coming and what they should do. This will also help a
	•	Set expectations for online behavior and participation
	Again, just like you would in person, setting group norms and expectations is important. This could be a great opportunity for a “chat flurry” - where you ask every participant to type a recommended norm into the chat box, but don’t hit submit until you t
	shows up all at once and you can discuss them. Be sure to address things like - if someone needs to step away for a minute, should they ask first? How will you utilize chats and verbal speech? 
	•	Cameras ON, Mics OFF.
	Encourage (or even require, but kindly) all participants to have cameras on at all times. Even if they’re working indepently for a few minutes, they should keep their cameras on. It helps with relationship building as well as accountability. However, defi
	•	Create Networks
	This is one area where you should heavily rely on the teens to help you. What communication tools are they using regularly? WhatsApp? Instagram? Whatever they use, you should use. Set up a group right away, so informal relationships can start to build.
	•	Be in Touch! Regularly!
	Even though you may only meet once a week, expect to reach out and engage your teens at least twice more weekly. Because the teens are not seeing one another in other settings or having the social benefits of in-person interactions, hearing from you regul
	•	Be off-line as well as on-line
	No, don’t get together in person. But, if resources allow, send your participants a card or a copy of an art piece they create (see session 3, optional activity). While most of the physical things you create will focus on the seniors, showing some “real w
	WORKING WITH SENIORS – TIPS & BEST PRACTICES 
	Before you start visiting, you may want to watch Dr. Jeff Kress’ video: “Preparation, Participation, and Processing: Making the Most of Student Visits with the Elderly” to use as general framing.  “Interview Techniques”, by Ms. Tova Rosenberg, will provid
	General Tips:
	•    SMILE! Positive energy is key!
	•    Always speak clearly, slowly, and loudly. 
	•    Make eye contact. Look directly at the camera, rather than at their picture.
	•    Background noises will be very distracting - be sure to prepare your space to 
	      minimize people coming in and out, pet noises, etc. You may want to mute
	      your own microphone when you are not speaking. 
	•    Be patient! As facilitator you will need to exude patience. Lots of patience.
	      Expect the same issues happening each meeting - such as muting and video
	      connection challenges, connectivity issues with wifi, and outside noises.
	Tips for Meeting Synchronously (tips for both educator and teens when you are 		able to virtually visit in real time - via iPad or other video conference)
	Starting a Conversation 
		•    Explain who you are and tell the senior a little bit about yourself.
		•    Ask them about pictures on the wall or art around the room.
		•    Ask how their day is going, where they are from, if they have children / 		      grandchildren.
		•    Try to find out what their interests are so you can ask about them. Do they 		      like sports? Art? Music?
		•    Jot down a few notes about their interests/experiences so they can ask 		      about it the next time you “meet.”
	During the Session
		•    Many virtual meeting software allow for someone to type closed captioning 		      as you go. This may be useful for your hard-of-hearing seniors and teens 		      with auditory processing disorder. Ideally, you will ask someone else to
		      type the captions as you run the session. There is now an option for
		      automatic closed-captioning as well, though it may not be entirely
		      accurate. 
	Ending a Conversation
		•    Be upfront about an end time, and give a few minutes warning 
		•    It’s okay to end a conversation when it is time to leave!
		•    Tell the senior that you have to go and when you’ll see them again.
		•    Thank them for letting you visit – and for the new information / experience
		      that you have had.
		•    If the senior keeps talking and you have to leave, it’s okay to politely
		       interrupt them.
		•    Try to end a conversation on an upbeat note.
		•    SMILE as you leave the “room!”
	If your teens are in small groups with seniors (no teen should ever be alone with one other senior!), make sure you check in after each session. Teens should know how to let you know of any potential concerns or issues with their seniors - and know that y
	Tips for Asynchronous Outreach (recording messages or videos for the seniors 		to watch at a different time)
	   •   Students can communicate with their buddies by recording themselves on their
	           e-card or other pre-recorded content. Videos without e-cards can be sent to
	           the seniors through email or text. 
	   •   Speak more slowly than you think is reasonable and over-enunciate
	           (pronounce your words deliberately and clearly). Because the watcher won’t
	           be able to ask you to slow down or speak more clearly, it’s important to present
	           yourself as clearly as possible from the beginning.
	   •   Unless it is necessary, film only your face/shoulders, not your full body. Being 
	           able to see your facial expressions and watch your lips move will help with
	           comprehension. (This is true for all of us, not just seniors!)
	   •   Be sure you’re looking right in the camera! Eye contact is essential to
	           relationship building - even when through a video. 
	   •    When producing video for one-on-one interactions, show the senior around
	           your space. Are you in the living room? Your kitchen? Is a pet around?
	     •    Consider captions, particularly if you need the seniors to copy something that
	           you are doing or if you know your senior’s native language isn’t English (even
	           if their English is very good, video comprehension can be much harder). It is
	           possible to turn on automatic captioning in some programs (Zoom, Google
	           Meet), but be aware that as these are automatically generated they have
	           errors. If you are recording in advance, you can auto-caption and then edit the
	           captions. (Here are instructions for YouTube captions)
	Activity Session Planning 
	Decide in tandem with the facility or senior group what kinds of activities best suit the group of seniors you are working with.
	   •    Are seniors able to meet over Zoom? If so, as a group or as individuals?
	   •    Do they, as individuals, regularly access email accounts or WhatsApp?
	   •    Are they only able to do asynchronous activities with little to no internet
	            connectivity?
	   •    Do you have the capacity to purchase and distribute the “Buddy Box
	            activities?
	Each activity encourages you to gather letters from the teens to send to their seniors to help create and maintain their relationships between sessions. There are two ways to facilitate this: the easiest is to have the students email you their letter cont
	Depending on the situation in your physical location and the level of comfort on the part of the senior center you are partnering with, you may not be able to easily transfer materials back and forth between you and the teens and/or teens and seniors. One
	Buddy Boxes
	The Buddy Box is a nice supplement to the interactive sessions with the seniors. They are not required, however. You’ll see notes for what to include in Buddy Boxes as well as ways to adjust to free/lower cost options.
	A “Buddy Box” is a way to provide everything the seniors will need for each activity. Each time they receive their Buddy Box, the seniors will have everything, including instructions, so that they can perform the activity asynchronously. A new box is sent
	The E-cards
	Programs which are funded by BetterTogetherTM will receive Video Greeting Cards for each senior citizen in the program. These video cards look like greeting cards, but have 
	an LCD screen inside with a play button. On each video card, students will be able to provide a video to their senior ‘buddies’ to be sent along with each Buddy Box or with the 
	hand-written letters. The videos may contain instructions or walk-throughs of the activity along with greetings from the students. Teens can either have the cards physically and upload the video themselves, or you can be the holder of the cards, and uploa
	E-cards will be returned to the teens (or to you, as facilitator, if you are uploading their videos) between sessions, to be re-loaded with the next program / message. If the seniors are very tech-savvy and/or have significant technology support, it is po
	A note about the distribution of Buddy Boxes and Collection of E-cards: 
	We recommend that the program facilitator/educator deliver all of the Buddy Boxes together. This will need to be coordinated with your partnering staff member at the senior facility. Senior facility staff members will distribute the boxes, as this is the 
	Optional Music Tie-Ins
	Music can sometimes connect us in ways that words can’t - especially when we are physically distanced. Each of the teen lessons includes a few musical suggestions that might enhance your conversations. These could be played while teens are entering the se
	Reflecting & Journaling
	Journaling is a critical component of this process. It allows students to internalize the messages they are hearing and sort through their thoughts and beliefs. As such, each session concludes with a journaling activity. Give students a prompt to write fo
	Students can journal in a physical notebook or a simple google document; you can also direct them to a free, secure online journaling site such as penzu.com.
	BT Summer writing contest information 
	BetterTogetherTM is launching a national summer writing contest for participating students. Three prizes will be sent to the winning students’ school/camp/program to award to the student: first (a $300 Amazon gift card), second (a $200 Amazon gift card), 
	PART 2
	TEEN
	PROGRAMMING 
	TEEN PROGRAMMING
	This programming has been adjusted to take place online. Teen-only sessions are designed to be synchronous (take place in “real time”) and senior sessions are primarily asynchronous (recorded or off-line entirely) but with notes for adjusting to be synchr
	For the teen programming, it is assumed you will be using an online gathering tool such as Google Meet, Zoom, or WebEx. Each software has different controls, so specific technology instructions have not been included. We have tried to only use those capab
	There are five lessons available to you and if you cannot teach all of them due to timing constraints we recommend you at least choose lessons 1 and 2, and choose from the other 3 as per your personal choice or even better, have your teens and seniors wei
	A simple slide deck (in google slides) has been developed with the projected content from each lesson. 
	Lesson Outline:
	TEEN LEARNING SESSION 1	JEWISH LEADERSHIP AND RESPONSIBILITY
	Objective: 
	●	To understand commitment to community service and the role it can play in a Jewish teen’s life.
	●	For students to see themselves as leaders and their work in this program as an act of leadership.
	Suggested Flow: (45 minutes)
	●	Warm Up (10 minutes)
	●	Active Text Study (20-25 minutes)
	●	Optional Add In: (5-10 minutes)
	●	Wrap Up (5-10 minutes)
	Optional Music Tie-In
	You could play this music as the teens are entering or as they are working. You can discuss or just let it inspire! (See the overview and the full music list)
	●	Debbie Friedman’s L’chi Lach
	●	Hineini (Here I Am) - Rick Recht
	●	Noah by Eric Hunker
	●	You and I (will change the world) אריק איינשטיין אני ואתה Arik Einstein
	Warm Up: Video and Journal (10 minutes)
		Process:
	      ●	Ask students to answer the following question in the chat:
	“Name the three most important qualities of a leader.” 
	You can show them the above graphic for inspiration.
	●	Show this video in your virtual meeting (if using Zoom, remember to also ‘share your computer sound’ and optimize your video): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qokt-nCJceI)
	Active Text Study: Being A Jewish Leader (20-25 minutes)
		Process:
	Share the text study sources on your screen, or through a link in the chat. Have students volunteer to read the sources aloud. Encourage and guide the teens to really dig into the conversation about how we are instructed to care for individuals in need, a
	When you cut down your harvest in your field, and have forgotten a sheaf in the field, you shall not go again to fetch it; it shall be for the stranger, for the orphan, and for the widow; that the Lord your G-d may bless you in all the work of your hands.
	my interest or sympathy or indignation is 
	not aroused by an abstract cause, but by 
	the plight of a single person… Out of my 
	response to an individual develops an
	awareness of a problem to the community, 
	then to the country, then to the world.
	   
	     The Autobiography of Eleanor Roosevelt 
	Questions for Group Discussion:
		      1.	What is the Biblical text encouraging people to do? How might 				fulfilling these commands shape the way a person understands his
			or her responsibility in the world? Are these characteristics similar to 			the ones you listed before?
	2.	Why do you think we are told to remember being slaves in Egypt at the end of the Biblical passage? How does the experience of slavery relate to these commandments? 
	3.	We’re told to leave the food for the “stranger, widow and orphan” – individuals who would have been particularly challenged in the time of the text. What individuals or groups need our particular focus today? 
	4.	Eleanor Roosevelt speaks of “abstract causes” and the “plight of a single person” – how does that relate to the particular people we are instructed to care for in the Bible?
		
		And be sure to stress these last two questions:
	5.	Who do you imagine might be the modern day equivalent of the text’s “stranger, widow and orphan” during the pandemic? 
	6.	How could you be a leader for such a person?
	Optional Add In Ideas: Create a Padlet Board (5-10 minutes)
			Set Up:	
	●	Sign up for a free account at Padlet.com. (Padlet allows you to make a virtual discussion board for your students to participate in by adding posts to the board)
	●	Once you have an account, click: https://padlet.com/badler3/gj85dwaynz7ywvkc 
	●	Click “REMAKE” on the top right corner. This will create your own copy of this Padlet, with its own link for you to share with your teens. The REMAKE button will not appear unless you are signed in with your account.
	●	Share by clicking “SHARE” in the top right corner and then clicking “Copy link to clipboard”
		Process: 
	●	Share the link to your Padlet with them. Read the three prompts aloud to them and ask each teen to create a post in each of the 3 columns answering the questions.
	●	After 5 minutes of typing, facilitate a short discussion based on some of the student answers.
	Wrap Up: (5-10 minutes)
	Please see the introduction to reflection & journaling for tips and ideas to set up your group’s reflection practice. 
		Pick a few of these reflection questions for this session:
	      ●	What do you hope to gain this summer by being in the 					BetterTogetherTM program?
	      ●	Who in your life do you value as a strong leader? What 					characteristics of theirs do you admire? 
	      ●	When have you taken interest in a cause because of the “plight of a 			single person”?
	      ●	How has the current pandemic impacted your understanding of 				aiding or protecting others? What changed? 
	TEEN LEARNING SESSION 2	ACTIVE LISTENING, EMPATHY, & 
						POSITIVE INTERACTIONS
	One of the most important skills in building healthy relationships is active listening. Through these activities and texts, participants are challenged to explore aspects of communication and reflect on their own current listening practices.  
	Objectives: 
	●	To strengthen the ability to listen and to respond thoughtfully and empathetically. 
	●	To understand the importance Judaism places on active listening
	Outline:
	●	Warm Up (7 minutes)
	●	Learning Activity (20 minutes)
	●	Alternative / Optional Add In: (25 minutes)
	●	Wrap Up / Reflection (5-10 minutes)
	Optional Music Tie-In
	You could play this music as the teens are 
	entering or as they are working. 
	You can discuss or just let it inspire! 
	(See the overview and the full music list)
	●	Adonai S’fatai - Rick Recht
	●	Yah Ribon - Josh Warshawsky
	●	L’Dor V’Dor - Craig Taubman
	●	Mitzvat Haboreh - Jacob Spike Kraus
	Warm up: Talk. Talk. Talk. Listen. Listen. Listen. (7 minutes) 
	●	Pair the teens (randomly or intentionally to get kids talking to people they don’t usually talk to) and use your online technology to put them into breakout rooms once you have explained the process. They will be in the breakout rooms for 4 minutes, and
	●	Process: The person whose first name comes first alphabetically should begin. They talk, about themselves, for 2 minutes. They can share things that interest you, why you’re doing this program, what you did this weekend – the only requirement is that yo
	●	Bring everyone back to the main room to debrief:  What was that like?  Which was harder, listening or talking? Why? When you were the listeners: Since you couldn’t talk, were there other ways you showed you were following what the other person was sayin
	Learning Activity: Whose characteristic is it anyway? (20 minutes) 
	●	Process: Share a blank document that the facilitator can write on and can be seen
		by the group. (This can be done by sharing a Google Doc or sharing your screen
		through your online program)
	●	Ask the group: What makes a good listener? What does a good listener do? 
		Try to get at least 10-12 items. 
	●	Ask each to review the group’s list and then each should identify their top 5 characteristics of a good listener. (you can use the chat for this) 
	Present the Pirkei Avot text. The text highlights seven characteristics of a wise person and of an ignorant person. Ask them to look for differences between their list and Pirkei Avot’s.
	 
	Have a brief group discussion:  This text is about being a wise person, but all the characteristics are about listening and speaking – why do you think that might be?  How does the Pirkei Avot text differ from our master list and your top-5 lists?  Which 
	Ask for 3 volunteers to play a game. This is based on a skit from the TV show Whose Line is it Anyway?: Two people are the party hosts. The third person is a guest. The guest has a particular “rule” or peculiarity that they are acting out, and the hosts h
	Privately tell (via private chat or other direct message) the guest one of the 7 characteristics (from the text sheet) and they can decide to be a wise person or an ignorant one (do the exact opposite of what is written). The hosts have to try to guess wh
	Repeat up to 6 more times, having other participants play the role of the party guest. 
	Optional Add-In Activity: Learning to Be a Good Listener (25 minutes)
	Process: 
	Announce: BetterTogetherTM has changed its mission: now it’s about people who are elderly visiting and getting to know youth. To get ourselves ready for this new mission, we’re going to do a few exercises where two of you will be seniors, and one will be 
	After 1-2 minutes, send the “elders” the instructions for Meeting #2 - Open. (If you have a large group, you could swap out new actors here) Allow 1-2 minutes of acting. Then debrief with the teens: What was different in the two sets of questions? Beyond 
	With new actors, play out Meeting #3 - Passive and Meeting #4 - Active. Switch to a last set of actors for Meeting #5 – Validation
	As a group, debrief the entire fishbowl experience. What different listening skills were practiced? Which of these skills will be useful? 
	Close with these last two texts. The middle text speaks to the impact a listener’s response can have on a speaker’s experience. The last text underscores the idea that when we are in deep dialogue with each other, we are imitating God. 
	 
	Wrap Up / Reflection (5-10 minutes)
	Process
	Please see the introduction to  reflection & journaling for tips and ideas to set up your group’s reflection practice. 
	Pick a few of these reflection questions for this session: 
	1.  A good listener is someone who…. Because….. 
	2.  When is it easiest for you to listen to someone? When is it most difficult? 
	3.  Write down a story that someone has told you. How did you feel while you were hearing that story? Why do you think the person told you the story?
	4.  Are there people you have connected with during this pandemic that you don’t think you would have connected to otherwise? How have they impacted your life? Will you retain that relationship when we “return to normal”?
	5.  Though you are not yet old, write a story from your own life that you think you will talk about when you are old. Why is that story important to share?
	.	
	.	
	TEEN LEARNING SESSION 3	JEWISH WISDOM
	A strong association between old age and wisdom is expressed throughout Jewish tradition. The rabbis of the Talmud use the Hebrew word zaken to mean both old and wise. Our tradition understands that wisdom is not merely the accumulation of knowledge and e
	Objectives: 
	●   To begin to define wisdom.
	●   To explore the Jewish understanding of the relationship between wisdom and 		old age.
	Outline: 
	●   Warm Up (5 minutes)
	●   Learning Activity: Who is Truly Wise? (20 minutes)
	●   Alternative / Optional Add In: Wisdom, Made Visible (20 minutes)
	●   Wrap Up / Reflection (5-10 minutes)
	Optional Music Tie-In
	You could play this music as the teens are entering or as they are working. You can discuss or just let it inspire! (See the overview and the full music list)
	 
	●   Tzedek - Isaac Zones & David Ingber 
	●   Eileh Chamdah Libi by Noah Aronson
	●   Yatzah Mimitzrayim - Elana Arian and Noah Aronson
	●   EITZ CHAYIM Tree of Life - Naomi Less and Matt Check
	●   Shuly Nathan - Yerushalayim shel zahav (live in France, 1968)
	Isaac Zones & David Ingber
	Warm Up (5 minutes)
	Process: 
	As the teens come online, project these sentence fragments. You can ask participants to write on a whiteboard-type space or share the sentences one at a time and have the teens comment through the chat. Either way, capture the words generated - they’ll be
	●   Who is wise? One who ____________.
	●   Our community is like a ____________ and the elderly are our ____________.
	●   Wisdom is ____________, knowledge is ____________.
	Learning Activity: Who is Truly Wise? (20 Minutes)
	You can do this activity as one large group or switch between full and sub-groups. If you do sub-groups, you should identify one teen in each group who will act as the facilitator, driving the conversation forward. If you and your group are particularly c
	 
	Process: 
	Share the first three quotes (Lao-Tzu, Tennyson, and Job). Have students read them out loud to the group. 
	Pick 3-4 of these questions to discuss: 
	1.  According to Lao-Tzu, what is the difference between knowledge and being wise? Can a person be knowledgeable and wise at the same time? 
	2.  Though only the text from Job mentions old age, do you think Lao-Tzu and Tennyson would associate wisdom with old age? What do you think they would think of the text from Job? 
	3.  How do you think being wise is different from being smart or knowledgeable? Which of these quotes best expresses how you feel? 
	4.  Think about studying for a test compared to reading a book that really interests you. Which is more likely to lead to wisdom? Why? 
	Add in the second set of texts, all centering on the question: “Who is truly wise?”
	Read the texts aloud and then discuss: 
	1.  How does each source reflect a different understanding of wisdom?
	2.  What does it mean to learn from all people? Can you really learn from everyone?
	3.  What would the world look like if we could all foresee the consequences of our acts? How might things be different?
	4.  What does it mean to “live out” what you have learned? Do you think this is easy or difficult to do? Why?
	Optional / Supplemental Activity: Wisdom Made Visible (20 minutes)
	Process:
	Have each student pick one of the “Who is Truly Wise” texts and answer the question below through art. There are many online options which range from free drawing to more abstract art. You may want to preview and pick a few options to highlight to the tee
	Who is truly wise? One who learns from all people.  
	Pirkei Avot 4:1
		●     Imagine a day in which you try to learn from everyone you meet. 
	            What does this look like? 
	            What might you learn? 
	            What would be hard about this day?
	Who is truly wise? One who foresees the consequences of their acts. Babylonian Talmud Tamid 32a
		●     Think of a time when you would have done something differently if you had been able to foresee what the consequences would be. What would you do next time in the same situation?
	 Who is truly wise? One who lives out what has been learned. Sifray, Deut. 1, Piska 13
		●     What life lessons have you already learned? Imagine yourself as an elder - what do you hope to be able to teach youth? What life lessons (from others) have already been passed to you?
	Give students about 15-20 minutes (or longer!) to  work on their art. Have them stay on the video call while they’re working - they can chat and share ideas as they go! When you have about 5 minutes left, encourage everyone to save their files (at minimum
	Facilitator Art - take the words generated in the warm up and put them into https://wordart.com/. You can use your own logo (upload a new graphic) as the outline, or any of the existing shapes.	
	Wrap Up / Reflection (5-10 minutes)
	Please see the introduction to  reflection & journaling for tips and ideas to set up your group’s reflection practice. 
	Pick a few of these reflection questions for this session: 
	1.  Why do you think wisdom is often associated with old age? Can a young person be wise?
	2.  Who do you think is wise? What makes him/her wise? How did he/she acquire that wisdom?
	3.  Think of the seniors you already know (grandparents, neighbors, etc). Have you learned any secret wisdom from them? What can you ask them, share with them, or do with them, which might uncover their secret wisdoms?
	4.  Think of the various quotes you explored in this unit. Which resonates? Why? What does it teach you?
	5.  One way we learn is from challenges or adversity. What do you think we (as humanity? As Jews?) will learn from this COVID-19 challenge?
	Next Steps
	A natural next-step could be Activity 1: Getting to Know You
	TEEN LEARNING SESSION 4         JEWISH HEALTH & WELLNESS TEEN LEARNING
	Being healthy of mind and spirit is as core to Judaism as the Shema, where we are told that we should love God - v’chol me’odecha, with all our might/strength (Deuteronomy 6:5). Encouraging teens and the seniors to incorporate healthy choices and healthy 
	Objectives: 
	●	To define health as including mental and physical well-being
	●	To explore the importance Judaism places on physical and mental health.
	Outline: 
	●	Warm Up (5 minutes)
	●	Learning Activity: Where is our strength? (25 minutes)
	●	Alternative / Optional Add In: Meme’s the Word (10-20 minutes)
	●	Wrap Up / Reflection (5-10 minutes)
	Optional Music Tie-In
	You could play this music as the teens are entering or as they are working. You can discuss or just let it inspire! (See the overview and the full music list)
	●	Debbie Friedman’s MiShebeirach
	●	Wonder (Asher Yatzar) - Rabbi Josh Warshawsky
	●	Shelter us in Place | Hashkiveinu - Eliana Light
	●	Mi Sheberach for Healing the World by Sandra Lawson
		
	Warm Up (5 minutes)
	Process: 
	As the teens come online, project these superhero images. Ask each student to identify what they would put on their own cape? What superpower do they want to possess? 
	Encourage each person to imagine both a skill or talent they have in real life (the vision to see people’s real emotions) and one they might want in a magical world (the vision to see through walls). 
	We have many strengths of all types - mental, physical, emotional - and Judaism gives us texts to help us make wise choices in all these realms.
	Learning Activity: Where is our strength? (20 min)￼
	Preparation:
	Make (digital) copies of the slide with this image on it. You’ll break the group up into small groups of 2-3 students, so make one copy per sub-group.
	Process: 
	Begin by showing the texts to the students. Have volunteers read them out loud. As a whole group, ask some Initial processing questions: 
	What types of health are addressed in these texts?
	How do the texts seem to think about exercise and being healthy?
	What connection do you see between the idea of God and the idea of a healthy mind/body? 
	Health Texts:
	￼￼￼
	￼
	￼
	￼￼
	After a brief group discussion, divide the participants into groups of 2-3 students. Give each student group a copy of the slide with the superhero image and the slide with the texts. There are 8 texts. 
	The goal is to place some or all of the texts around and over the superhero, connecting the ideas in the texts with the parts of the body. For example, the prayer from Birchot haShachar (the daily morning blessings), might point to the superhero’s back be
	You could give the students blank slides and ask them to create a person through these texts - however they imagine that to be. This would take more time, but could also lead to some very creative expressions!
	Optional Learning Activity: Meme’s the Word (10-20 minutes)
	Using the same set of texts, have students create inspirational memes/posters that encourage healthy living and exercise. Each meme / poster should reference one or more of the texts (in some way). There are many online meme creator sites (https://spark.a
	The results of this activity could be printed out and shared with the seniors to encourage their ongoing exercise and health! 
	Wrap Up / Reflection (5-10 minutes)
	Please see the introduction to reflection & journaling for tips and ideas to set up your group’s reflection practice. 
	Pick a few of these reflection questions for this session: 
	1.  When you think of health, where in your body do you focus? Why?
	2.  Which of the texts we studied today resonated most with you? What actions does that text suggest to you?
	3.  As a stereotype, Jews are not known for athleticism. Does that stereotype match your experiences and knowledge of the Jewish community? Do these texts challenge the stereotype?
	4.  Across the globe we are struggling with COVID-19 and its impact on individual and communal health. Are there texts that you can specifically connect to this experience? Are there different ways you are engaging with your health in this situation?
	Next Steps
	A natural next-step could be Activity 2: Let’s Get Moving
	 
	TEEN LEARNING SESSION 5	JEWISH FOOD AND CULTURE
	“If there is no flour, there is no Torah; if there is no Torah, there is no flour.”- Pirkei Avot , 3:21 Eating together creates and strengthens community, and even when we’re apart we can connect through recipes and recollections of food. 
	This lesson incorporates components from JWA’s “The View from the Kitchen” unit.
	Objectives: 
	●	Identify ways that food symbolism appears throughout the Jewish experience
	●	To explore the importance Judaism places on food and food rituals
	Outline: 
	●	Warm Up (5 minutes)
	●	Activity 1: Food as Culture? (20 minutes)
	●	Activity 2: Text exploration (20 minutes)
	●	Wrap Up / Reflection (5-10 minutes)
	Optional Music Tie-In
	You could play this music as the teens are entering or as they are working. 
	You can discuss or just let it inspire! (See the overview and the full music list) 
	      ●	What you give - Naomi Less
	      ●	Hinei Mah Tov (Eeoohh!) - Mikey Pauker
	      ●	Leonard Cohen - Hallelujah (Live In London)
	Warm Up (5 minutes)
	Process:
	Ask: What foods are connected to Jewish holidays? Why?
		(the slide has a picture of an apple with honey, to prime the brainstorm)
	List all the foods associated with holidays that you know, and any stories you know about any of the foods. (Here are some examples, but brainstorm with the group, listing as much as you can, and as many different meanings as anyone has heard for each foo
	●	Apples and honey or Sephardic tishpishti (a walnut cake with sweet syrup) for
	      sweet new year
	●	Latkes and doughnuts for the miracle of the oil lasting on Hanukkah
	●	Challah and wine on Shabbat as remembrances of Temple sacrifices
	●	Passover seder plate foods, i.e. maror for the bitterness of slavery, salt water 
	      for Hebrew slaves’ tears, matzah for the 
	      rapid escape from Egypt, eggs and 
	      parsley for spring and rebirth, etc.
	●	Hamantaschen to make fun of 
	      Haman on Purim
	      Why do you think we have 
	      food associations with so many 
	      events/holidays in
	      Judaism? 
	      What role does food play in the 
	      experience of Judaism? 
	In advance - ask the teens to bring a favorite family recipe to the session.
	Activity 1: Food as Culture (20 min)
	Preparation: Make copies of the Jewish Recipes Slide. You’ll need one per research group AND one per student.
	Begin with a discussion around Jewish foods. You could ask some or all of these questions:
	●	What is your favorite Jewish food?
	●	Are there specific foods your family always has for Shabbat or holidays?
	●	When your parents/grandparents/other family members cook, do they use recipes or do they just cook from their heads?
	●	Have they taught you how to cook any family specialties?
	Read one or both of these to the group:
	“Dishes are important because they are a link with the past, a celebration of roots, a symbol of continuity. They are that part of an immigrant culture which survives the longest, kept up even when clothing, music, language, and religious observance have 
	(Claudia Roden, The Book of Jewish Food, p. 11.)
	 “The fact that women prepare for holidays means that it is the women who are ritual experts, the guardians of law and tradition, the ones with the power to make and create, not simply participate.” (Susan Starr Sered, Women as Ritual Experts: The Religio
	If you read the second - be sure to ask if this matches their own experience. What role does gender play in religion and practice? This can be a whole conversation in itself, but this can be a natural place to open the idea.
	Read the introduction to this recipe: https://jwa.org/media/moroccan-pumpkin-soup-with-chick-peas-in-massachusetts
	●	What holiday(s) does the author connect with this soup?
	●	What culture(s) does the author connect to the soup? (if they don’t see it immediately, flag that the author connects to American culture by bringing the soup to Thanksgiving)
	●	Is “Moroccan Pumpkin Soup” what comes to mind when you first thought of “traditional Jewish foods”? 
	In the United States, we have a heavily Ashkenazi (originating from eastern Europe - largely Russia and Poland) Jewish culture. However, Jews live and come from all over the globe.
	In small groups, ask students to explore one or more of these websites and pick one recipe that interests them:
	●	https://www.thespruceeats.com/essential-jewish-dishes-4149436
	●	https://tasty.co/article/deenashanker/make-bubbe-proud
	●	http://joannathan.com/recipes/
	●	https://reformjudaism.org/jewish-holidays/passover/10-passover-recipes-around-world
	As they are reviewing the recipes and sites, they should look for:
	●	What culture does this recipe reflect? 
	●	What connections to Jewish life/text do they see in this recipe? Does it connect to a holiday?
	●	What particularly excites/interests them about this recipe? 
	Each research team should pull 1-2 recipes to add to a class compilation.
	After the groups are finished, bring everyone back together. Ask them to share the recipes they found interesting, highlighting the questions above (rather than just reading the recipe to the group). 
	Finally, ask each teen to complete one more slide - with a family recipe. This can be shared with their senior and also can be compiled into a Better TogetherTM  e-cookbook. If you create a cookbook, activity 2 will give you nice text reflections to inter
	Activity 2: Exploring Texts (20 minutes)
	In the slide show there are 8 colorful slides centered around these 8 texts:
	1.  “If there is no flour, there is no Torah; if there is no Torah, there is no flour.”- Pirkei Avot, 3:21
	2.  One who eats slowly lives long. – Babylonian Talmud, Berachot 54b
	3.  Food choices matter because they are the most consistent ethical decision we make throughout our day.  – Rabbi Shmuly Yanklowitz
	4.  The world can live without wine, but it cannot live without water; the world can live without peppers, but it cannot live without salt. – Jerusalem Talmud, Horayot 3:5
	5.  Providing charity for poor and hungry people weighs as heavily as all the other commandments of the Torah combined. – Babylonian Talmud, Bava Batra 9a
	6.  Who eats even plain bread and salt with his friend should be grateful to him. – Tanna Debe Eliyahu Rabba
	7.  There can be no rejoicing without food and drink. – Babylonian Talmud, Mo’ed Katan 9a
	8.  Said Rav Ami: In the study hall, give priority to wisdom; at the table, give priority to age. - Babylonian Talmud, Bava Batra 120a
	This activity uses the slide deck (in google slides) created to go along with Better TogetherTM in a Box.  Assign each student a letter A-H (you can use pairs if you have more than 8 students*. If you have 16 or more, you could also create a second set of
	When you finish slide H, the next slide is A. 
	Participant A
		
	Participant B
		
	Participant H	
	Start on Slide A, 
	answer question 1
	Start on Slide B, 
	answer question 1	
	Start on Slide H, 
	answer question 1
	Slide B- Question 2	         Slide C - question 3
	Slide C - Question 2	         Slide D - question 3
	Slide A - Question 2	         Slide B - question 3
	In short - at any given moment, each participant should be on a different slide, but answering the same question. Each participant will also find that they are always answering in the same color box (the colors shift around), to help them keep on track. 
	Let participants know not to go ahead until you tell them to go to the next slide. You should give 30-45 seconds per question, although questions 1 and 2 may take a bit longer.
	When you are done, take a moment to go through the slides as a group - reviewing the texts and commentaries created by the students. 
	This will make a lovely addition to a group cookbook!
	*If you have fewer than 8 students, you can delete some texts and/or have students go around more than once.
	Wrap Up / Reflection (5-10 minutes)
	Please see the introduction to reflection & journaling for tips and ideas to set up your group’s reflection practice. 
	Pick a few of these reflection questions for this session: 
	●	Why do you think food is such a core component of our culture?
	●	What new food or text resonated most with you? Why?
	●	What new food traditions would you be most interested to try out?
	●	Are there food traditions you think we should either “promote” or “retire”? Why?
	●	Over the past few months while dealing with the Covid-19 pandemic, have you engaged in cooking more than usual? Explored your own tradition or looked for new ones? Do you think it will have a lasting impact on you?
	Next Steps
	A natural next-step could be Activity 3: Let’s Get Cooking
	 
	PART 3 
	INTERGENERATIONAL
ACTIVITIES
	INTERGENERATIONAL ACTIVITIES
	Overview
	Below are detailed instructions for six different intergenerational activities to run between your students and their senior-adult buddies. These activities should be carried out in conjunction with the teen programming above. For example, following the s
	The six activities below are suggestions. Over the course of the summer, you may find that four activities suffice for your program. You should choose which activities to run based on the people in your program, the technological capabilities of your seni
	Intergenerational activities are designed for the teens and seniors to get to know each other, interact in a fun and positive way, and build relationships. We therefore recommend that each and every activity include a hand-written letter from student to s
	1.	A non-electronic activity that can be included in the envelope with the student’s letter - this is a good low-budget option when dealing with seniors who would struggle with technology-based activities.
	2.	An electronic, asynchronous activity - this option works well for seniors who regularly check email, or have help from someone who can show them pre-made videos by your students.
	3.	A synchronous online meeting - this is an ideal method for relationship building during the pandemic, though will be a major challenge for most senior adults. If however, the senior adults in your program have the ability to meet virtually, through Goo
	4.	Buddy Boxes and e-cards - this method is the ideal option for programs running with a Better TogetherTM grant or who have independent budgets for programming. In the Buddy Box, students send actual materials for an activity for the senior adult to do. 
	There are many ways to structure these interactions - as stated above, the technology capabilities of your seniors will drive your choices. (Some different technology options are listed in Activity Session Planning.) 
	What follows are sets of options for each of the 6 activities. You’ll see that each activity begins with a communication (letter) from the teens to the seniors and then includes a variety of options for interactions. We recommend reading through all the o
	Each activity includes an optional “buddy box” description. For more information on the buddy boxes, please see “Getting Started with a Buddy Box,” on the next page.
	Letter Writing: It may be helpful for students to use large, lined stationery and write bigger (and more clearly)  than they normally would. If you are having seniors write directly back to the teens, you should include a self-addressed and stamped envelo
	GETTING STARTED WITH A BUDDY BOX 
	Determine what size buddy boxes you will need and how many. 
	You may want the same one returned over and over, or you may decide to send a new box to each senior for every activity. We recommend something like this for the box. 
	Don’t forget to buy the lids too! Keep in mind that due to COVID-19 restrictions, you may not be able to reuse the boxes. 
	Each student should include a picture of themselves for their new buddy.
	 
	A 4x6 should do it. If digital pictures need to be printed, most home printers can handle this photo paper. It might be nice to frame them as well. Here’s an affordable option and a more expensive one. 
	And, of course - don’t forget to add a handwritten letter from each teen to their senior partner each time! 
	ACTIVITY 1	GETTING TO KNOW YOU
	Goal 	During this activity, the goal is for teens and seniors to get to know each other 		and start to build individual relationships.
		If possible, pair up seniors and students, assigning a senior to each student (		or one senior per pair of students). 
	Letter Writing in advance
		Gather letters from students to their seniors that introduce themselves. Include 		a picture of teen/s. You can give teens a few topics to touch on in their letters:
	●	Introduction: Name, grade, school, family members, favorite subject, hobbies 
	●	Express interest in the other person’s life
	●	Ask to exchange contact information - do they use email or text?
	●	Express excitement over getting to know each other and potentially eventually meeting (after the pandemic)
	Actions 
	●	Educators will buy stationary, envelopes, and stamps, calculating for each planned activity. Educators will distribute these to students. Along with the names and addresses of their buddies.
	Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 1 hour 
	●	Students will write letters on stationary, and mail them directly to the seniors. Students will include a smaller envelope (self addressed and stamped) with blank stationary for the senior’s return letter.
	Approximate Student Time Commitment: 30 minutes
	●	Seniors will write letters on stationary and mail to students.
	Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes
	ACTIVITY OPTIONS
	Non-electronic activity: “Getting to Know You” Mad Lib
		Include a blank copy that the seniors can fill out.
	Actions
	●	Educators will email Mad Libs to students 
	      with instructions
	      Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 5 minutes  
	●	Students will print Mad Libs and fill out the ‘student section’.
	      Students will mail their filled out ‘student section’ and the 
	      blank ‘senior section’ along with their letters. 
	      Approximate Student Time Commitment: 20 minutes
	●	Seniors will read the students’ Mad Libs and fill out the ‘senior section’ Mad Libs. Seniors will send it back to their student buddies along with their letters.Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 20 minutes
	Electronic asynchronous
		Students can communicate to their buddies by recording 						themselves on their e-card or other pre-recorded content. Videos without 
		e-cards can be sent to the seniors through email or text. For the first activity, 
		students should give their buddies a taste of who they are - give a tour of 				their home, introduce them to family members, or show some artwork 
		hanging on their home walls. They can also share an anecdote about their favorite 		childhood memory or vacation. 
		If the seniors in your program use email, a fun way to conduct the interview is to 			email one question per day and have them reply to each email with their 				answers. In this method, students should make sure to include 					some similar information 
		For more information on how to engage with a senior in a pre-recorded video see 		Additional Tips for Asynchronous Outreach above.
	Actions 
	●	Educators will collect all video content. If using e-cards, educators will upload each student’s video to an e-card and deliver e-cards to the residents in a safe manner. If sending videos digitally, electronically send videos to seniors.
	Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 1 hour 
	●	Students will create their video content and send it to the educators.
	Approximate Student Time Commitment: 30 minutes
	●	Seniors will watch the student videos and write about themselves in the 
		pre-addressed letter to mail back to their student-buddies
	Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes
	Synchronous Virtual Activity: Interview
		If the seniors in your program have the ability to meet their students live, through
		an electronic meeting, students can use this interview guide for this activity.
	Actions
	●	Educators will facilitate the arrangement of online video meetings between students and seniors 
	Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 45 minutes
	●	Students will prepare the interview and meet virtually with their buddies.
		Approximate Student Time Commitment: 30 minutes
	●	Seniors will participate in the virtual meeting.
		Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes
	Buddy Box: The Getting To Know You Box!
	●	Put a Mad Libs version of an interview in your buddy box with instructions for them. Have students fill out the Student Mad Libs for the seniors to get to know them. 
	●	Since this is everyone’s introduction to the concept of the Buddy Box, a nice hand-written letter on stationery from each student would make a nice touch. The students can introduce themselves and the Better TogetherTMinitiative in their letters. If you
	●	Include the student pictures as described in the Getting Started with a 
		Buddy Box section above.
	 	Price: $17-22 per senior (for 12-20 seniors)
	Actions 
	●	Educators will email Mad Libs to students with instructions. Educators will order photo paper and picture frames and deliver them to students along with stationary, envelops, and stamps. Educators will collect all video content and upload each student’s
		Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 2 hours 
	●	Students will create their video content and send it to the educators. Students will print Mad Libs, fill out the ‘student section’, and make self-addressed and stamped envelopes for seniors to write back and mail. Students will print out and frame pict
		Approximate Student Time Commitment: 1 hour
	●	Seniors will receive Buddy Boxes, watch the student videos, and read the students’ Mad Libs. Seniors will fill out the ‘senior section’ of the Mad Libs and write about themselves in the pre-addressed letter to mail back to their student-buddies.
		Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 45 minutes
	ACTIVITY 2	LET’S GET MOVING
	Goal 	During this activity, the goal is for teens and seniors to deepen their newly formed 		bonds by doing an activity that is both healthy and silly. Teens may have to go 			outside of their physical comfort zone if making a video or leading a live Chai
	 
	Letter Writing in advance
		Student letters will  discuss sports, fitness, and other exercise-related activities. 			You can give teens a few prompts to get their letters started:
	●	Introduction: Remind them who you are and thank them for completing the first activity (Mad Libs)
	●	Offer information about yourself: What sports and sports teams do you like? Do you have a favorite memory of watching a sporting event? Do you or did you ever take classes in gymnastics, dance, self defense, etc? What do you like most/least about workin
	●	Ask your buddy similar questions and find out what movement exercises they do now.
	Actions 
	●	Educators will give students prompts for their letter writing.
	Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 5 minutes
	●	Students will write letters on stationary, and mail them directly to the seniors. Students will include a smaller envelope (self addressed and stamped) with blank stationary for the senior’s return letter.
	Approximate Student Time Commitment: 30 minutes
	●	Students will include a smaller envelope (self addressed and stamped) with blank stationary for the senior’s return letter.
	Approximate Student Time Commitment: 30 minutes
	●	Seniors will write letters on stationary and mail to students.
	Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes
	ACTIVITY OPTIONS
	Non-electronic activity: “Let’s Get Moving” Mad Lib
	Include a blank copy that the seniors can fill out.Actions:
	      ●	Educators will email Mad Libs to students with instructions
	Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 5 minutes 
	      ●	Students will print Mad Libs and fill out the ‘student section’. Students will mail
		their filled out ‘student section’ and the blank ‘senior section’ along with their
		 letters.
	Approximate Student Time Commitment: 20 minutes
	      ●	Seniors will read the students’ Mad Libs and fill out the ‘senior section’ Mad Libs. 			Seniors will send it back to their student buddies along with their letters.
	Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 20 minutes
	Electronic asynchronous: Chair Yoga E-cards or Videos  
	For this activity, students should video a tutorial of themselves attempting chair yoga. The video should be more than just a workout tutorial; it should include a smiling student who looks directly at the camera and engages their buddy in an asynchronous
	These videos are not perfect by any means. It may be a smart activity to watch the video together with your students, pausing to analyze good techniques and pointing out what can be improved in their own videos.
	Actions
	      ●	Educators will collect all video content. If using e-cards, educators will upload 		            each student’s video to an e-card and deliver e-cards to the residents in a safe 
	            manner. If sending videos digitally, electronically send videos to seniors.
	            Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 1 hour
	      ●	Students will create their video content and send it to the educators.
		Approximate Student Time Commitment: 30 minutes
	      ●	Seniors will watch the student videos and write about themselves in the pre-ad			dressed letter to mail back to their student-buddies.
	Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes
	Synchronous virtual activity: Chair Yoga
	Students should prepare several chair yoga exercises to teach their buddy during the meeting. The meeting should be more than just a workout walk-through; it should include a smiling student who looks directly at the camera and engages their buddy in conv
	Actions
	      ●	Educators will facilitate the arrangement of online video meetings between 
		students and seniors.
	Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 45 minutes
	      ●	Students will prepare the Chair Yoga exercises in advance and meet virtually with 		their buddies.
	Approximate Student Time Commitment: 1 hour
	      ●	Seniors will participate in the virtual meeting.
	Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes
	Here is a 
	sample
	VIDEO
	that a student might 
	make for their 
	buddy.
	 
	VIDEO
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	Buddy Box - The Let’s Get Moving Box!
	      ●	Include the Let’s Get Moving Mad Lib-style interview of a physical activity inter		            view in your buddy box with instructions for them. Have students fill out the 
	            Student Mad Libs for the seniors to get to know their physical activity habits.
	      ●	Put Fuzzy Socks in the box to keep everyone’s feet warm and snug during 
	            the workout.
	      ●	It’s so important to stay hydrated. Include 
		a work out bottle which students ca
	            personalize for their buddies. 
	      ●	E-Card: Chair Yoga
	Price: $10 per senior (for 12-20 seniors)
	Actions 
	      ●	Educators will email Mad Libs to students with instructions. Educators will order 			Fuzzy socks and work out bottles. Educators will collect all video content and 
	            upload each student’s video to an e-card. Educators will collect Mad Libs a
	            hand-written letters from students. Educators will compile all Buddy Boxes for
	            each senior and deliver them.
	Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 2 hours 
	      ●	Students will create their video content and send it to the educators. 
		Students will print Mad Libs, fill out the ‘student section’, and make 
		self-addressed and stamped envelopes for seniors to write back 
		and mail. Students will get printed and written materials to 
		the educator.
	Approximate Student Time Commitment: 1.5 hours
	      ●	Seniors will receive Buddy Boxes, watch the student videos 
		(attempting to do the Chair Yoga), and read the students’ 
		Mad Libs. Seniors will fill out the ‘senior section’ of the Mad 
		Libs and write about themselves in the pre-addressed
		letter to mail back to their student-buddies.
	Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 45 minutes
	ACTIVITY 3	LET’S GET COOKING
	Goal 	This activity will have students and seniors exploring their culinary preferences 			and skills. If you could only choose one activity to run live, it would be this one - if 		you can get the ingredients to the seniors. There’s something about 				t
	Letter Writing in advance
		Student letters will discuss nutrition, food preferences, and cooking/baking 			activities. You can give teens a few prompts to get their letters started:
	●	Introduction: Remind them who you are and thank them for completing the last activity.
	●	Offer information about yourself: What are your favorite foods? Least favorite foods? Do you like to bake, cook, or BBQ? What’s your favorite restaurant? Do you have a special home-cooked meal you always want?
	●	Ask your buddy similar questions.
	Actions 
	●	Educators will give students prompts for their letter writing.
	Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 5 minutes
	●	Students will write letters on stationary, and mail them directly to the seniors. Students will include a smaller envelope (self addressed and stamped) with blank stationary for the senior’s return letter.
	Approximate Student Time Commitment: 30 minutes
	●	Seniors will write letters on stationary and mail to students.
	Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes
	ACTIVITY OPTIONS
	Non-electronic activity: “Let’s Get Cooking” Mad Lib
	Include a blank copy that the seniors can fill out.
	Actions 
	●	Educators will email Mad Libs to students with 
		instructions
	Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 5 minutes 
	●	Students will print Mad Libs and fill out the ‘student 
		section’. Students will mail their filled out ‘student 
		section’ and the blank ‘senior section’ along with 
		their letters.
	Approximate Student Time Commitment: 20 minutes
	●	Seniors will read the students’ Mad Libs and fill out the 
		‘senior section’ Mad Libs. Seniors will send it back to their 
		student buddies along with their letters.
	Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 20 minutes
	Electronic asynchronous: Chair Yoga E-cards or Videos 
	For this activity, students should video a tutorial of themselves cooking or baking something delicious to eat - a no-bake, easy recipe. The video should be more than just a cooking video; it should include a smiling student who looks directly at the came
	    
	      Here is the recipe for the no-bake chocolate peanut butter balls.
	Actions
	●	Educators will buy all ingredients and distribute them to students with recipes. Educators will collect all video content. If using e-cards, educators will upload each student’s video to an e-card and deliver e-cards to the residents in a safe manner. I
	Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 1 hour 
	●	Students will create their video content and send it to the educators.
	Approximate Student Time Commitment: 45 minutes
	●	Seniors will watch the student videos and write about themselves in the pre-addressed letter to mail back to their student-buddies
	Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes
	Synchronous Virtual Activity: Cooking Demonstration
		Students should prepare a no-bake, easy recipe and all ingredients for a cooking demonstration for their buddy during the meeting. The meeting should be more than just a cooking demo; it should include a smiling student who looks directly at the camera a
	Here is a sample
	cooking
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	VIDEO
	that a student might 
	make for their 
	buddy.
	Actions
	●	Educators will buy all ingredients and distribute them to students with recipes. Educators will facilitate the arrangement of online video meetings between students and seniors.
	Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 1 hour
	●	Students will prepare all ingredients and materials in advance and meet virtually with their buddies to make the peanut butter chocolate balls.
	Approximate Student Time Commitment: 45 minutes
	●	Seniors will participate in the virtual meeting.
	Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes
	Buddy Box - The Yummy Box!
	●	Include the “Let’s Get Cooking” Mad Libs version of a food interview in your buddy box with instructions for them. Have students fill out the 
		Student Mad Libs for the seniors to get to know their favorite foods. 
	●	We’re making no-bake chocolate peanut butter balls!! 
		Here is your list of ingredients and needed utensils 
		to put in the box:
		●	1 cup rolled oatmeal
		●	⅓  cup (2.5 oz) honey
		●	½ cup (4 oz) peanut butter
		●	2 tablespoons cocoa
		●	½ cup chocolate chips
		●	Mixing bowl
		●	Measuring spoons
		●	Spatula (or wooden mixing spoon)
		●	Cupcake liners
		●	Foil pan
	*Important notes for this activity: 
	●	Before deciding on this activity, find out from your 
		senior center contact about any allergies or sensitivities.
	●	Most senior facilities will only allow food to be brought in if 
		sealed in its original container - for health reasons and, depending on the facility, for kosher purposes as well. The links above will help you find small, prepackaged ingredients. The chocolate chips are the only difficult item to find in small, afford
	●	If you have the ability to safely go to your local dollar store, you can pick up your mixing bowls, measuring spoons, spatulas, cupcake liners, and foil pans for cheaper.
	●	Put the recipe in the box for them to follow along if they need to.
	●	Cooking Demonstration E-Card
	      Price: $17 per senior (for 12-20 seniors)
	Actions 
	●	Educators will email Mad Libs to students with instructions. Educators will order all ingredients and distribute to students, keeping enough for the Buddy Boxes. Educators will collect all video content and upload each student’s video to an e-card. Educ
	      Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 2 hours 
	●	Students will create their video content and send it to the educators. Students will print Mad Libs, fill out the ‘student section’, and make self-addressed and stamped envelopes for seniors to write back and mail. Students will get printed and written 
	      Approximate Student Time Commitment: 1.5 hours
	●	Seniors will receive Buddy Boxes, watch the student videos (attempting to make their own peanut butter chocolate balls), and read the students’ Mad Libs. Seniors will fill out the ‘senior section’ of the Mad Libs and write about themselves in the pre-ad
	ACTIVITY 4	LET’S PLAY!
	Goal 	Teens must understand a key consideration in dealing with the elderly population 			is providing entertainment. Teens must appreciate that many senior adults 			are living lives that look different from the ones they used to have. It may 				have be
	Letter Writing in advance
		Student letters will describe what games they like to play. Maybe board games, 			card games, video games, or sports. You can give teens a few prompts to 			get their letters started:
	●	Introduction: Remind them who you are and thank them for completing the last activity.
	●	Offer information about yourself: What are your favorite games and how do you play? Who do you play with? Does your family like to play games together or do puzzles? Do you like playing with them or dread it?
	●	Ask your buddy similar questions about games they enjoy playing now and what they used to enjoy in their more youthful years.
	Actions 
	●	Educators will give students prompts for their letter writing.
	Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 5 minutes
	●	Students will write letters on stationary, and mail them directly to the seniors. Students will include a smaller envelope (self addressed and stamped) with blank stationary for the senior’s return letter.
	Approximate Student Time Commitment: 30 minutes
	●	Seniors will write letters on stationary and mail to students.
	Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes
	ACTIVITY OPTIONS
	Non-electronic Activity: Word Puzzles
		Have students create their own word puzzles with information from their buddy’s 			life. Make and print them here. Here’s an example on some puzzle clues:
	●	Include a web address where the senior might find easy-to-play online games for seniors. The AARP has a great website for this: https://games.aarp.org/
	Actions
	●	Educators will email instructions and websites to students.
	Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 5 minutes 
	●	Students will create and print a word puzzle about their buddies’ lives. Students will mail their fill the blank word game to their buddies along with their letters.
	Approximate Student Time Commitment: 45 minutes
	●	Seniors will fill play the word games created by the students. 
		Seniors will write letters and send them to their buddies.
	Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 45 minutes
	Electronic Asynchronous: E-cards or Videos 
		For this activity, students should video a tutorial of themselves 
		teaching their buddies how to play a couple of new versions of solitaire. 
		Here are some great examples of a fun twist on an old game. 
		Students may want to print these instructions and send them to their 
		buddies together with a deck of cards and their hand-written letter. 
	Actions 
	●	Educators will send out instructions to the students. Educators will collect all video content. If using e-cards, educators will upload each student’s video to an e-card and deliver e-cards to the residents in a safe manner. If sending videos digitally,
	Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 20 minutes 
	●	Students will create their video content and send it to the 
		educators.
	Approximate Student Time Commitment: 45 minutes
	●	Seniors will watch the student videos and write about 
		themselves in the pre-addressed letter to mail back to 
		their student-buddies
	Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes
	Synchronous virtual activity: Online Games
	Students could do a lot of fun things with their buddy during 
	this meeting:
	●	Create a Kahoot! together about each other’s’ lives
	●	Play an online game of the senior’s choice
	●	Have fun together at https://sketchful.io/
	●	If students set up accounts for themselves and their 
		buddies in advance, they can have fun playing Scrabble 
		online here. 
	Actions 
	●	Educators will facilitate the arrangement of online video meetings between students and seniors.
	Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 45 minutes
	●	Students will prepare one of the above choices and play with their buddies during the virtual meetings.
	Approximate Student Time Commitment: 45 minutes
	●	Seniors will participate in the virtual meeting.
		Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes
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	Buddy Box: The Fun Box! 
		Stuff this box with some fun to keep your buddy busy during those long 
		quarantine days.
	●	Large-print world puzzle books range from $3-12 a piece. 
	●	Have students create their own word puzzles with information from their 
		buddy’s life.
	●	Blank puzzles can be fun for passing the time, but also can make someone feel special. Have students color and decorate a puzzle and then break it up to be put back together by their buddies. Here’s an affordable one to use. You can also send blank puzz
	●	No one has ever said ‘no’ to a new deck of cards. If your program is using e-cards, have students video themselves teaching a couple of new solitaire games for their buddies to learn.
	●	Game Demonstration E-Cards
	Price: $6 per senior (for 12-20 seniors)
	Actions
	●	Educators will order puzzle books and cards for the Buddy Boxes. Educators will collect all video content and upload each student’s video to an e-card. Educators will collect the hand-written letters from students. Educators will compile all Buddy Boxes
	Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 1 hour 
	●	Students will create their video content and send it to the educators. Students will get their hand-written letter to the educator.
	Approximate Student Time Commitment: 1 hour
	●	Seniors will receive Buddy Boxes and watch the student videos (attempting to learn a new version of solitaire). Seniors will write about themselves in the pre-addressed letter to mail back to their student-buddies.
	Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 45 minutes
	ACTIVITY 5	STAYING SAFE TOGETHER
	Goal	We acknowledge the situation the world is in. In this activity, teens and seniors 			can learn from one anothers’ resilience and grit. 
	Letter Writing in advance
		Student letters will discuss nutrition, food preferences, and cooking/baking activities
		You can give teens a few prompts to get their letters started:
	●	Introduction: Remind them who you are and thank them for completing the last activity.
	●	Offer information about yourself: Your buddy is hopefully getting to know you a little better by now, and so it is time to dig a little deeper with what you share. We recommend a personal story or anecdote in this letter that can give your buddy more in
	●	Ask your buddy if they have ever experienced something similar.
	Actions
	●	Educators will give students prompts for their letter writing.
	Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 5 minutes
	●	Students will write letters on stationary, and mail them directly to the seniors. Students will include a smaller envelope (self addressed and stamped) with blank stationary for the senior’s return letter.
	Approximate Student Time Commitment: 30 minutes
	●	Seniors will write letters on stationary and mail to students.
	Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes
	ACTIVITY OPTIONS
	Non-electronic activity 
	In this activity, explore how COVID-19 has affected you and your family. Older adults face increasing loneliness due to the necessary steps being taken to slow the spread of the virus. Lockdowns, curfews and social isolation are being imposed in communiti
	Students should write a creative and healing piece of literature for their buddies and send it to them to read. It may be a poem, song, narrative, prayer, dvar Torah, or some other encouraging writing that will express care and concern from a friend.
	For a more poignant presentation, have students print their work in an artistic fashion before sending. There are many good examples to show students here.
	Actions
	●	Educators will email instructions to students.
		Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 10 minutes 
	●	Students will create the content for this activity or find something appropriate they have already created in the past. Students will mail their creative content to their buddies along with their letters and an explanation.
		Approximate Student Time Commitment: 1.5 hours
	●	Seniors will read/view the content created by the students. 
		Seniors will write letters and send them to their buddies.
		Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes
	Electronic asynchronous: E-cards and Videos 
	For this activity, students can record videos of themselves 
	reading an uplifting poem, a meaningful Jewish text, or an 
	original piece of creative writing. If your students have been 
	in the BetterTogetherTM program, they may read their 
	Better2WriteTM essays for their buddies.
	Actions
	●	Educators will send out instructions to the students. Educators will collect all video content. If using e-cards, educators will upload each student’s video to an e-card and deliver e-cards to the residents in a safe manner. If sending videos digitally,
		Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 30 minutes 
	●	Students will create their video content and send it to the educators.
		Approximate Student Time Commitment: 1.5 hours
	●	Seniors will watch the student videos and write about themselves in the 
		pre-addressed letter to mail back to their student-buddies
		Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes
	Synchronous virtual activity: Words of Encouragement 
		Students should give words of encouragement during this difficult time. Reading an uplifting poem, a meaningful Jewish text, or an original piece of creative writing could go a long way. They can also ask the seniors to share texts or practices that have
		Here are some resources for Jewish healing texts.
	Actions 
	●	Educators will facilitate the arrangement of online video meetings between students and seniors.
		Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 45 minutes
	●	Students will prepare one of the above choices and learn with/recite for their buddies during the virtual meetings.
		Approximate Student Time Commitment: 1 hour
	●	Seniors will participate in the virtual meeting.
		Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes
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	Here is a sample 
	Eewtt
	VIDEO
	BUDDY BOX	THE STAY SAFE BOX!
	 
	Pack this box full of helpful things to keep your buddy safe and healthy during the pandemic. 
	●	Mask Making: 
		●	One Cotton bandana in fun colors 
		●	Two Rubber bands
	●	Health items, depending on your budget:
		a.	Moisturizer
		b.	Kleenex To Go
		c.	Hydration Tumblers
		d.	Sanitizing Wipes 
		e.	Lip Balm
	●	Encouragement e-cards
		
	      Price: Mask Activity - $1.50 per senior; With all health items: $22 per 			      senior (for 12-20 seniors) 
	Actions 
	●	Educators will order all materials and health items (according to their budget) for the Buddy Boxes. Educators will distribute mask-making materials to students, leaving enough for the Buddy Boxes. Educators will collect all video content and upload eac
	Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 1.5 hour 
	●	Students will create their video content and send it to the educators. Students will get their hand-written letter to the educator.
	Approximate Student Time Commitment: 1 hour
	●	Seniors will receive Buddy Boxes and watch the student videos (attempting to make a face mask). Seniors will write about themselves in the pre-addressed letter to mail back to their student-buddies.
	Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 45 minutes
	ACTIVITY 6	LET’S GET CREATIVE!
	Goal 	Sometimes we need a distraction from the realities of life. During this activity, 			the goal is for teens and seniors to simply have a good time while allowing 			their creative sides to shine through.
	Letter Writing in advance 
		Student letters will  touch on their creative sides. 
	Here are some prompts for the students:
	  ●		Introduction: Remind them who you are and thank them for completing the 
		  last activity.
	  ●		Offer information about yourself: When do you feel most creative? When engaged 		with art? Music? Poetry? Writing? Technology? Prayer? Who in your life is a 			creative influence for you and what makes them so?
	  ●		Ask your buddy if they enjoy the arts or the theater. Perhaps they play (or played) 		an instrument or have written poetry. Ask questions in your letter to find out more 		about your buddy’s creative side.
		If this activity concludes your relationship with the seniors, be sure that each 			students’ communication includes a heartfelt ‘goodbye’ to their new friend. 			If there is a plan to continue these relationships after the summer, 					let the seniors k
	Actions
	●	Educators will give students prompts for their letter writing.
	Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 5 minutes
	●	Students will write letters on stationary, and mail them directly to the seniors. Students will include a smaller envelope (self addressed and stamped) with blank stationary for the senior’s return letter.
	Approximate Student Time Commitment: 30 minutes
	●	Seniors will write letters on stationary and mail to students.
	Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes
	ACTIVITY OPTIONS
	Non-electronic activity: Mad Libs
	For creativity’s sake, we’re going to write a good, old-fashioned Mad Libs - 
	without any agenda. Include a blank copy that the seniors can fill out.
	Actions: 
	●	Educators will email Mad Libs to students with instructions
	Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 5 minutes 
	●	Students will print Mad Libs and fill out the ‘student section’. Students will mail their filled out ‘student section’ and the blank ‘senior section’ along with their letters.
	Approximate Student Time Commitment: 20 minutes
	●	Seniors will read the students’ Mad Libs and fill out the ‘senior section’ Mad Libs. Seniors will send it back to their student buddies along with their letters.
	Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 20 minutes
	ACTIVITY OPTIONS
	Non-electronic activity: Mad Libs
	For creativity’s sake, we’re going to write a good, old-fashioned Mad Libs - without any agenda. Include a blank copy that the seniors can fill out.
	Actions 
	●	Educators will email Mad Libs to students with instructions
	Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 5 minutes 
	●	Students will print Mad Libs and fill out the ‘student section’. Students will mail their filled out ‘student section’ and the blank ‘senior section’ along with their letters.
	Approximate Student Time Commitment: 20 minutes
	●	Seniors will read the students’ Mad Libs and fill out the ‘senior section’ Mad Libs. Seniors will send it back to their student buddies along with their letters.
	Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 20 minutes
	Electronic Asynchronous: Origami 
	Students should video a tutorial of themselves creating origami. 
	Origami is a relaxing, creative activity that can be done with just a 
	simple square sheet of paper. 
	Actions 
	●	Educators will buy Origami paper and deliver it to students. 
		Educators will send out instructions to the students. Educators will 
		collect all video content. If using e-cards, educators will upload each 
		student’s video to an e-card and deliver e-cards to the residents in a safe 
		manner. If sending videos digitally, electronically send videos to seniors.
	Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 45 minutes 
	●	Students will create their video content and send it to the educators.
	Approximate Student Time Commitment: 1.5 hours
	●	Seniors will watch the student videos and write about themselves in the pre-addressed letter to mail back to their student-buddies
	Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes
	Synchronous virtual activity: Fortune Tellers 
	Students may want to continue the Mad Libs theme of this activity with a Mad Libs Fortune Teller. Students should have the page printed (in color, if possible) before 
	the meeting. Together with their buddy, they can fill out the blank words and then play the fortune teller game (instructions to make and play are directly on the printable sheet.
	Actions 
	●	Educators will facilitate the arrangement of online video meetings between students and seniors.
	Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 45 minutes
	●	Students will print the Fortune Teller in advance, and then fill it out and play with their buddies during the virtual meetings.
	Approximate Student Time Commitment: 45 minutes
	●	Seniors will participate in the virtual meeting.
	Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 30 minutes
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	VIDEO
	Buddy Box: The Let’s Get Creative Box! 
		This box contains several arts and crafts activities that are meant to help our 			intergenerational buddies get creative together from a distance. You can 				choose one, two, or all three activities to put in this box, depending on your 
		remaining budget. These activities may even be done as 3 	separate boxes, 			depending on your budget.
	Beading friendship bracelets  
		In this fun activity, students will have to be given beads, beading bracelets, and 	charms in advance, so they can make beaded friendship bracelets for their 		buddies. They will put their bracelet creations in the buddy box, along with all the 		same it
	●	Beads - whichever beads you get, look for ‘wide hole’ beads, which are much easier for seniors to use. Each pair of buddies will probably need 50 beads, so make sure to order enough.
	●	Charms - optional
	●	Elastic bracelet string - this will have to be cut to bracelet size before sending. 
	Sample beading video e-card
	Price: $8 per senior (for 12-20 seniors)
	Pet Rocks / Pebble Pal 
		Painting a Pet Rock or Pebble Pal is a fun way to get creative. And all you need 			is a good-sized stone and some paint! In this activity, students will paint a rock for 		their buddies and then provide the seniors with the materials and a 	tutorial 		t
	●	River stone (You may go looking outside and find them too)
	●	Paint brush
	●	Acrylic Paint Pots (Separate 8 pots out per pair. Students and seniors can use the same pack)
	●	Paper plate
	●	Water cup
	Sample rock painting video e-card 
	Price: $8 per senior (for 12-20 seniors)
	Origami (will work best with e-cards)
		This activity does require fine motor skills, so it is best suited for more agile seniors. Because of the multi-step difficulty of this activity, it will work best in conjunction with a tutorial on the e-cards.
	●	Origami paper
	Sample origami video e-card - how to make an origami frog. 
	Students can find other origami ideas here.If possible, 
	include a step-by-step picture guide along with the e-card, 
	so that the senior can reference that for assistance. 
	Price: $1 per senior (for 12-20 seniors)
	Simple Craft Box
		You can get them started with a craft box filled with markers, color pencils, 			scissors, a glue stick, and even stickers. Have students decorate the boxes with 			their buddy’s names before sending. Make sure students slip a note in the craft 			boxes 
	Price: $12 per senior (for 12-20 seniors)
	Price for All Activities in the Box: $29 per senior (for 12-20 seniors)
	Actions 
	●	Educators will order all materials for any of the above activities they want to include (according to their budget). Educators will distribute materials to students, leaving enough for the Buddy Boxes. Educators will collect all video content and upload
	Approximate Educator Time Commitment: 1.5 hour 
	●	Students will create their video content and send it to the educators. Students will get their hand-written letter to the educator.
	Approximate Student Time Commitment: 1-2 hours
	●	Seniors will receive Buddy Boxes and watch the student videos (attempting to do the activities themselves). Seniors will write about themselves in the pre-addressed letter to mail back to their student-buddies.
	Approximate Senior Time Commitment: 1-2 hours
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